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Thursday, 6 April 1995

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION, INDUSTRIAL
DISPUTE

Hon John Halden (Leader of the Opposition) presented a petition bearing the signatures
of 124 citizens of Western Ausalia calling on the Minister for Education to immediately
resolve the industrial dispute with the State School Teachers Union.
[See paper No 249.)

PETITION - PHYSIOTHERAPISTS BELL, AMENDMENT
The following petition bearing the signatures of 603 persons was presented by Hon J.A.
Cowdell -

We, the undersigned, request that the Physiotherapists Bill 1994 be amended to:
1. Exempt qualified masseurs from the requirement to register under the proposed
Bill.
2. Define qualified masseurs as persons who have attained the Associate Diploma
in Health Sciences (Massage) or equivalent qualification recognised by the State
Employment and Skills Authority.
3. Permit qualified masseurs to apply massage or heat to the human body in
his/her practice of the profession of massage.
4. Permit qualified masseurs to provide therapeutic massage to the public, and
ensure the health and safety of members of the public is safeguarded.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 250.]

PETITION - SWAN VALLEY AND WHITEMAN PARK, URBANISATION
The following petition bearing the signature of one person was presented by Hon Reg
Davies -

I the undersigned resident of Western Australia respectfully oppose the
urbanisation of the Swan Valley and Whiteman Park.
Your petitioner, therefore humbly prays that the Legislative Council will ensure
that the boundaries of the proposed Swan Valley legislated area be extended
westwards to include Whiteman Park and Bennett Brook and also include the
Caversham Air Base in the core of the Swan Valley Policy area B.
And your petitioner as in duty bound, will every pray.

[See paper No 25 1.]

PETITION.- METROPOLITAN REGIONAL SCHEME 950-33
The following petition bearing the signature of one person was presented by Hon Reg
Davies -

I the undersigned resident of Western Australia respectfully oppose the
MRS950/33 due to the unacceptable risks to the natural environment and Perth's
ground water supply and the negative impacts on important Heritage area's and
existing communities.
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Your petitioner, therefore humbly prays that the Legislative Council will disallow
the major amendment to the Metropolitan Regional Scheme (MRS)950133.
And your petitioner as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 252.]

STATEMENT - PRESIDENT
Members Swapping Seats

THE PRESIDENT (Hion Clye Griffiths): I have some correspondence I would like to
share with honourable members. First, I have a letter from Hon Alannab MacTiernan
who seeks to change her seat in the Chamber and I have a letter from Hon Cheryl
Davenport who also seeks to change her position in the Chamber.
Hon Tom Stephens interjected.
The PRESIDENT: The interjection, whatever it is, is out of order. The only reason I
make the announcement now is that by the time I answer the honourable members it will
be too late to print a new seating plan. At the next day of the sitting those two riiembers
may swap their seats.

MOTION - URGENCY
Teachers Pay Rise Offer

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): The next letter is dated 6 April 1995 and is
addressed to me. It reads -

Dear Mr President
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under S0 72 that the House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 am on December 25 1995 for the purpose of discussing
the recent provocative action of the Minister for Education of offering a pay rise
to the teachers of this State in return for loss of conditions, withdrawal of their
Federal award application and insistence on confidential negotiations, which has
served to deepen the resolve of teachers and widen the dispute that is currently
affecting our schools.
Yours sincerely
John Halden MLC

In order for this motion to be discussed it will be necessary to have an indication that it is
supported by at least four members rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [2.40 pm]: I
move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December 1995.
Today is the day to bring to the attention of this House the crisis befalling the education
system in this State. The Minister will not be able to blame this problem on anybody but
himself. At every opportunity the Minister for Education will blame the previous Labor
Administration, the Federal Government, Aunt Dorothy or Uncle Fred, but on this
occasion this Minister is absolutely responsible for what is happening in the education
system.
For 18 months senior staff in the Education Department and the State School Teachers
Union have been negotiating a broad enterprise agreement which includes a pay rise and
improved educational conditions within the education system. Members know it has
been taking place because of a leaked document - the one that was released by the union
secretary last year. The document is dated 22 March 1994 and point 9 states -

The Director General to complete the drafting of a proposal under enterprise
bargaining whereby a substantial pay increase and additional professional
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development resources are provided in exchange for abolition of DOfl, longer
at-school working hours, and out-of-school professional development.
Key Messages:
Professionalism of teachers.
Flexibility and choice.
Maximising teachers' time with students.

We know that it was in their psyche and that they were thinking about it because the
director general told the Minister. Unfortunately, everyone else knows about it. After 18
months of going nowhere and the last meeting between the union and the senior
departmental staff being cancelled, the union took it upon itself to impose a series of
voluntary work bans which have impacted on out of classroom activities that teachers
perform. A huge range of activities traditionally performed by teachers have been
banned or curtailed. The Minister said these work bans would have no effect and the
director general said the same. Arising out of the non-effective voluntary work bans, I
have received correspondence from parents and citizens associations totally supporting
the proposition put forward by the teachers. In addition, there have been student strikes
and student rallies outside Parliament House.
One would think that because of the obvious implications of this the Minister would have
acted in a constructive way which might have led to the resolution of the problem.
However, that was not the case, but he did say he would make an offer at the end of
March. On 31 March the Minister made an offer to the teachers. Did he take it to the
union for its perusal before he released it? Did he have the courtesy to inform the
teachers of the offer before they left school on 31 March? No, he did not. Instead, the
Minister went down the path which he purposely designed and took the offer to the
media. The offer was a 5 per cent pay rise that would be achieved through negotiations
on a trade-off in employment conditions. Further pay rises of 5 per cent were offered if
the teachers signed a voluntary workplace agreement. The maximum benefit offered is
15 per cent. That may have been marginally inflammatory, and it was particularly
insulting to most teachers in this State.
The Minister applied certain conditions to his offer. Firstly, that the department would
insist that teachers no longer continue their application for coverage under the federal
industrial relations system and, secondly, negotiations between the union and the
department would be confidential. Imagine the union going into a round of negotiations
where it is supposedly prepared to give up terms and conditions of its membership and
then not being able to discuss that with its membership. It is ridiculous. It shows the
Minister's naivety in matters of industrial relations or that he had one aim in mind: To
ensure that the union could not negotiate with its membership. The absolute danger with
that proposition was that the union would immediately heighten its bans and implement a
strike or rolling strikes. At that point the support the union and its membership have in
the community would be lost and the Minister would be in a far stronger position than he
is today. Of course, the union could not accept that proposition and it certainly wants to
continue with its federal application. I understand that one of the reasons for that
application is that workplace agreements would not be introduced into the teaching area,
but that is what the Minister is trying to achieve. The Minister wants to negotiate
workplace agreements with individual teachers to put them in a weaker position. He
wants to destroy the union and the collective strength of that group of people. He set
about to do that and he has been like a bull in a china shop. He certainly lacks diplomacy
and tact. The great tragedy of the Minister taking that path lies in the consequences that
will befall the education system for which the Minister has ultimate responsibility.
The teachers' union has asked its membership to express an opinion on the Minister's
offer. The membership has basically said, "Stick it; we do not want to negotiate." It was
reported today that 95 per cent of teachers do not accept this offer in its current form and
that they will increase the voluntary work bans and consider further action. The ultimate
losers in this process are the students. They will receive less education and ultimately the
Minister will be responsible for that. It is amazing that the Minister for Education is so
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out of touch to think that teachers do not work a considerable number of hours after the
traditional class contact time. He only need go back to 1991 when it was assessed that
traditionally teachers worked an additional 21-plus hours each week. He should have
been aware of the implications of the bans. The effect had been quantitatively assessed.
This out of touch Minister said they would no effect It is clearly already having an
effect and will continue to do so as long as this Minister proceeds down the path he has
designed for political purposes rather than for the resolution of a legitimate pay claim.
The log of claims consists of 13 points and one of them deals with a pay rise. The other
12 points relate to a range of conditions applying to schools, teachers and students. Did
the Minister address one of those issues? No, he did not and he further inflamed the
situation. Perhaps he thought the only issue was a pay rise and that if he offered them
something the teachers would get off his back or that it would heighten the problem and
the teachers would do something silly and, all of a sudden, community support for
teachers would drop.
Think about what the Minister is asking teachers to give up for that first 5 per cent
increase - which we do not know that they will get, of course. What a ludicrous
situation! People are entitled to know what they are negotiating about. The public of this
State is entitled to know for what this Government will give teachers a pay rise and what
is possibly on the table. This is a Minister of secrecy. There is no point to that secrecy. I
have never heard such idiotic lies as those which I read in the Minister's press statement;
namely, that for some reason this would assist the bargaining process. There was no
intention that it would assist the bargaining process. It was absolute waffle.
Hon Barry House interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I would be very careful if I were Hon Barry House; I have
spoken to the people at Busselton Senior High School and I can assure him that they are
not very impressed with this offer.
The speculative arrangements that teachers may have to trade off are that there will be
longer hours; there will be fewer teachers, because the relief teacher arrangement is likely
to be modified or abolished; duties other than teaching time is likely to be abolished; and
professional development is likely to occur in school holidays. Those points that have
been speculated upon, presumably from comments made by the Minister, are interesting,
and they refer back to the comments made on 22 March 1994; they are the same. For 12
months, this Minister has known what he wanted in regard to this round of negotiations
but has done nothing. He has played games with these people. The ultimate
consequence is that students will become the pawns in that process. For 12 months, the
Minister has wanted to negotiate the abolition of DOTT, longer school working hours,
and out of school professional development. That is similar to the Minister's position
now. That is very smart of the Minister. He has infuriated 14 000 professional teachers
more than they have ever been infuriated. Some of them make the comment that they
were not necessarily impressed with the Minister's predecessors, but in the two years that
this Minister has been in office, he has outstripped the lot of them in terms of the
contempt which they have for him. It is a tragedy that that is the situation in this State at
the moment.
The situation is that the Minister wants to have closed negotiations; he wants to have no
federal award; and unionists cannot even be observers in the room when teachers discuss
whether they want a workplace agreement. This is a ludicrous proposition in regard to
openness, which was reported to be a cornerstone of what the conservative Opposition
said it would do when it came to government. It is now incumbent upon this Minister to
not sit on his hands and play cynical political games, using the students of this State as
pawns in that process. It is not appropriate for the Minister to say that a range of issues
were resolved in the 1991 pay offer, because we know that there were arguments from
both sides in regard to who has honoured that agreement and who has not. There is a list
in the Industrial Relations Commission of claims and counter claims from both sides.
That will achieve nothing in this system. It is now time to sit down and discuss this
matter in a rational and reasonable way.
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Hon NYF. Moore: Hear, hear! That is all I have asked for.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is time to stop referring to the State School Teachers Union as
Neanderthal. It is time to not be selective about which member of that union the Minister
will deal with. It is time for this Minister to put forward a proposition that is reasonable
and open, because what has happened in the last few days is political stupidity or political
cronyism at its worst, and the Minister stands condemned by his at least 12 months' of
inaction over this matter, the union claims it is 18 months. We know what the Minister
wanted to trade on 22 March 1994, and on 31 March 1995 it is the same terms and
conditions. That is a disgrace.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Education) [2.54 pm]: I
commence my comments by advising the Leader of the Opposition that the document of
22 March 1994 to which he referred in this House is one of the documents that were
stolen from my office at Parliament House, and I want that to sink in, because that is the
sort of information that is being used by the Leader of the Opposition and the State
School Teachers Union.
Hon Bob Thomas: How do you know it was stolen?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Those documents were taken from my office, photocopied and put
back again. I have the photocopies that were taken, and the only document that had that
marking on it was the document from my office. It is outrageous that someone cannot
leave anything in his office at Parliament House without its being knocked off,
photocopied and then replaced.
Hon Bob Thomas: Name the offender.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I would love to name the offender, if I knew who it was. If I knew
who it was, I would put someone on to him.
This motion, which refers to the provocative action of offering teachers a 15 per cent pay
rise, is extraordinary. I would hate someone to provoke me with a 15 per cent pay rise!
People have telephoned me today saying they have read in The West Australian that
teachers are insulted by a 15 per cent pay rise and they wish someone would insult them
in the same way. A pay rise of 15 per cent is not a bad start.
I have made a reasonable and fair offer to the teachers' union. I could have gone straight
to the teaching profession with a workplace agreement. I did not do that. I went down
the path of an enterprise agreement. -I made an offer to the teachers' union that we
negotiate an enterprise agreement for 5 per cent. I said that the department has identified
broad areas from which intelligent choices could be made to achieve greater efficiencies
through selective reassessment of central and district offices - head office, in other words.
The same approach could improve efficiencies in all schools. This could mean devoting
more personal time to professional development, making internal arrangements to cover
teacher relief, accepting and providing more flexible working hours, accepting
performance management and contracting out. The way this was applied would mean
fairer distribution of staff between schools and better use of school resources.
Those are the general parameters within which I was prepared to negotiate a 5 per cent
pay rise, but no-one said that would be the end of the deal. That is the starting point. All
I asked was, firstly, that the union negotiate without prejudice. All unions and all
employers expect that. At the end of the day, if agreement were reached, it would go
back to the membership for its ratification. No-one said that was not part of the deal.
What a stupid thing to suggest that teachers would have no say in this. I heard a lady
complain on radio yesterday that the union did not tell teachers what was in the former
Government's 1991 memorandum of agreement and that all she got was a 170 a week
pay rise because the union did not take that memorandum back to its membership for
ratification. I am saying that it should do that when the negotiations have been held, and
that makes a lot of sense.
Secondly, I requested that teachers withdraw from their federal award proposals for the
duration of the negotiations and for the duration of any agreement that may be reached.
If the union wants to go forum shopping and look at every tribunal it can find to get a
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better deal, we will spend the rest of our lives in interminable industrial relations
disputation. The union has to go to one place and stay there, and if it does not want to
stay there, go somewhere else, but it cannot expect to be in both forums at the same time
because that is not fair to anyone.
Hon Tom Helm: Not freedom of choice!
Hon N.F. MOORE: Members opposite want freedom of choice to do whatever they like,
but they do not take into account anything that may affect the cost of providing those
things - the capacity to pay. Those things are completely irrelevant to members opposite
because they have never been part of their thinking.
Thirdly, I asked teachers to lift the bans. What other industrial relations negotiations take
place while one party is conducting industrial disputation through bans or strikes or the
other side is engaged in a lock out? One cannot get negotiation under those conditions.
Therefore, I have asked teachers to lift the bans and then we will sit down and talk. That
5 per cent offer was across the board and could be negotiated-, if the union did not like it
and we could not reach agreement, it could go back to what it is doing now. I cannot see
a problem with that. I made a fair and reasonable offer for a 5 per cent increase, which,
in this day and age, is pretty good. In addition, we offered administrators another 5 per
cent for a variety of changes to their conditions, which they would negotiate as a group
through a workplace agreement. They do not have to do that if they do not want to. It is
voluntary. We said to them that if they want to do that, it is up to them and is worth 5 per
cent, but it will be by negotiation. We then said to the remainder of the teaching work
force that if they want to trade off other things, we have identified an increase of up to
another 10 per cent as a trade off, again through workplace agreements, and again
through voluntarily arrangements. There is nothing compulsory.
We also said that we wanted to establish a remote teaching service to do something about
improving conditions for the most disadvantaged teachers in Western Australia to give
them a better deal. Mr Halden whinges about our trying to facilitate the negotiations.
His $100 000 is wrong. The amount involved is about $25 000. It is a pity. The West
Australian did not ask me what the figure was before it published its story this morning.
We want to give these teachers, who live in some of the most remote and isolated parts of
the world, a chance to have better working conditions. An employer has every right to sit
down with them and offer proposals for consideration. However, when it comes to
negotiations about whether they will enter into a contract, those teachers can use the
union any time they like. We argued about that when we debated the legislation.
Members opposite know the rules.
Mr Halden said that I had not talked about all the other aspects of the log of claims. We
sent a letter to the union about six weeks ago outlining our response to the log of claims.
The union wants smaller schools, smaller classes, unlimited leave without pay and a
whole range of things that are just not possible financially now and in some cases are not
sustainable in any educational environment. Smaller secondary schools are not
sustainable. I suspect that Mr Halden has not even read the log of claims. He should
read the union's claim for increased allowances. Some are unbelievable. The union
wants leave without pay on demand. How can we run a system when people can take
leave on demand? He just does not understand how the system works.
I remind Mr Halden what is in the 1991 memorandum of agreement, one struck between
his Minister for Education and the union -

The Ministry and the Union acknowledge that the workload of teachers consists
of a number of elements, including:

instruction of students;
* supervision of students;

preparation of lessons;
marking of students' work;
reporting to parents; and
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other activities and duties undertaken to enrich the educational
experiences of students or to ensure the efficient management of the
school

and agree that each teacher's workload is determined at the school level within
parameters provided in the Education Act and Regulations as well as any awards
and agreements that apply.
While much of teachers' work needs to be undertaken at school during official
student instruction hours, the Ministry and the Union acknowledge that a
substantial proportion of teachers' work is undertaken outside those hours either
at school or off-site.
The Union and the Ministry agree that teachers have traditionally been required to
undertake, outside official student instruction hours, duties such as:

* staff meetings and other school meetings;
parent interviews and parent report meetings; and

* supervision of students.
Further on it says -

The Parties also agree that teachers will continue to be required to undertake
supervision of students outside official student instruction hours in order to fulfil
each school's duty of care to its students.

That memorandum was prepared and teachers' salaries were determined on the basis that
that is what teachers' duties are. The evidence given to the hearing was that teachers
work about 50 hours a week. The evidence was provided by research undertaken by the
University of Western Australia and the tribunal struck the salary on the basis of that
proposition. I have always argued that the salary teachers' get now is based on that
agreement. However, the teachers' union is reneging on that agreement. Why does the
union not take its grievance on pay rates to the tribunal? It will not because it knows its
claims are way outside the wage fixing guidelines. I do not want to take the union to the
commission; that would simply exacerbate the problem. The problem is that the people
not doing the extra work now as a result of this ban are those who go the extra mile
anyway, so why should I take action against them? They are the ones doing the extra bit
anyway. It is the others who are not changing their working conditions whom someone
should talk to; the ones who are not doing anything different now because they never do
any outside school work. They are the ones who should be going before the commission.
The ones who are not doing the work now are the ones we do not want to take action
against.
Hon John Halden: How many?
Hon N.F. MOORE: About half.
[The member's time expired.)
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [3.05 pm]: Hon John Halden has set
down very well the educational consequences of the path that the Minister has sought to
go down. He has also shown the industrial disharmony that the Minister's actions have
caused. The disharmony is not only a problem in itself but also because it feeds back into
the education system. I will draw to the attention of the House what is really a modus
operandi across government. What we see happening here, although it has some more
blatant elements and some interesting variations on the practice elsewhere in government,
reveals very much the same pattern and objective we see elsewhere.
The underlying objective of this Government in the way in which it handles industrial
relations within the public sector, and indeed its agenda of privatisation, really is very
much underwritten by a desire to deregulate the labour market and to take a 'way the
protection of awards, the protection of access to the Industrial Relations Commission,
and the protection afforded by the formal recognition of unions. The Government
understands very well that if it succeeds, the sorts of redistributive processes we have in
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this community because we have awards, because we have unions and because we have
an Industrial Relations Commission will be reversed and there will be a redistribution of
income and money - at the end of the day that is what it is all about - to those who are
supporters of the Government. or who would be if it did not have Noel Crichton-Browne.
Quite clearly it is a fundamental class conflict.

They cannot do that too blatantly. What we have seen across the public sector - in
education, in the Building Management Authority and in Westrail - is that the
Government goes through a charade of entering into negotiation on enterprise
agreements; there is some sort of pretence that enterprise bargaining will be considered.
The importance of enterprise agreements as opposed to what has been offered here is that
they maintain award safety nets, access to the Industrial Relations Commission, and the
formal recognition of unions. Eventually, workers' patience wears out. In this case it
took 18 months for the patience of school teachers to wear out and to commence
industrial action. It was at that point that they realised there would not be any
meaningful resolution. We have seen exactly the same thing in the BMA. We have
some very interesting transcript evidence of senior staff there acknowledging that that is
what happened.
The Government's idea is to frustrate any real enterprise bargaining. It argues that it
wants flexibility and increased productivity but it frustrates the process set up to achieve
that. It then comes in with its weapon, its workplace agreement, and says, "Hold on.
You can get all this, you can get your wage increase, if you are prepared to sign the
workplace agreement." In many instances, signing the workplace agreement appears
attractive. Superficially that is so and it does have the potential to offer some immediate
gains. However, in the long run it will massively reduce the workers' capacity to
bargain. It will mean that at the end of the day when they come to renegotiate their
workplace agreements they will not have an award benchmark from which to spring, the
role of the unions will have been severely depleted, and the capacity of unions to keep
awards current and relevant and thereby provide a current and relevant benchmark from
which to negotiate the workplace agreement will wither on the vine. Workers in their
disputes will not have access to that important and very broad no-cost jurisdiction of the
Industrial Relations Commission. They will be on their own. That is the aim. We see
interesting variants here. The Minister has not totally refused the enterprise agreement.
He says that teachers can have 5 per cent if they enter an enterprise agreement but that
they will receive 15 per cent under a workplace agreement.

Hon N.F. Moore: It would involve significant differences in workplace conditions which
people may want to trade off.

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The whole gamut of these matters should be open to
negotiation. It may be teachers could get something midway between, and there would
be additional trade-offs.

Hon N.F. Moore: You don't understand industrial relations. An enterprise agreement
applies to everyone.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister is saying that if teachers can average a 15 per
cent -

Hon N.F. Moore: Not across the board - there is a possibility, if people want to trade off
conditions, to get another 10 per cent.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I understand what the Minister says but I do not believe that
the negotiations with the teachers have been bona fide -

Hon N.F. Moore: We have not had any negotiations. They will not talk.

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: They have been talking for 18 months.

Hon N.F. Moore: They want 20 per cent. That is not talking.

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister has been talking, talking, talking -

Hon NYF. Moore: How would you know what I do?
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The PRESIDENT: Order! Direct your remarks to me.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The other matter that the Minister has not addressed - thiswas raised by Hon John Halden - is the educational consequences of some of the trade-offs proposed by the Minister. It is all very well to say that the Minister will allow trde-off proposals when that has the capacity to reduce the quality of available education -
Hon N.F. Moore: They will not expect it will do that. This is not compulsory.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I know, but the Minister is prepared to do it. He is prepared
to trad away quality of education for a pay rise -
Hon N.F. Moore: That is a terrible indictment on schoolteachers, if you suggest they
would do that.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Teachers may be very frustrated by their comparatively lowrates of pay, and given the level of their qualifications they might say that if this is whatthe State thinksof them they wilidoit.
Several members inteijected.
The PRESIDENT: Orderl I want the interjections to stop. I want to listen to this.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I raise another question, again endemic to the Governmentand the way it handles industrial relations; that is, the way in which it uses legal processand the amount it is prepared to expend to fight and take every single point in a dispute toits ultimate legal consequence. It is particularly galling that the Government has beendoing this persistently even when it knows it does not have a chance in hell of succeedingon an application. I would like the Minister to let us know whether what we hear is true.We have been told by sources inside the Govenrnent that in the latest challenge on ajurisdictional point that the Government is proposing to mount in relation to the federalaward application by the State School Teachers Union, the Minister has received legaladvice that the challenge is a dead duck The application is set down for six days. TheGovernment has employed a Queen's Counsel from the Eastern States at $5 000 a day.
Several members intetjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I understand Mr West is the counsel engaged to conduct thestrike out application. I will be interested to hear the Minister's response, if indeed hehas been prepared to go ahead with the challenge notwithstanding that advice. Concernhas been expressed about the cost if the strike out application fails, and the question ofmerit is considered. The matter has been set down for 52 days at a cost of $5 000 a day
for the QC.
[The member's time expired.]
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [3.14 pm]: I support the motion. Undoubtedlysome things the Court Government has done could be described as good things. Acouple come to mind quickly. When the Minister for the Environment was the Ministerfor Health his work on women's health issues was outstanding. However, I can offer along list of things about which we could not say the Court Government has beenoutstanding. At the head of the list must be industrial relations. Whether in its role as alegislator or as an employer, this Government must rank among the worst Governmentsin Australia. In its role as an employer, the Government's position is probably bestexemplified by the example when the Minister for Transport walked into the MidlandTown Hall about the time of the announcement of the closure of the Midland Workshops.In the hail were a large number of people who were angry, upset and frightened abouttheir future. As the Minister walked in he received rather a warm welcome. How did hereact? Did he show any compassion, or even a bit of decorum by putting his head downand getting on with the job of explaining a difficult and unpopular decision? No! Heturned to the people and, with his most engaging smile, gave them the two finger salute.

The Minister for Transport can be described as a character -I am being a little kind hereand it would not disturb me too much to put it down to his personality, for want of a
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better word. The sad thing is that the Minister for Transport's actions on that occasion
are not peculiar to him. His actions on that occasion were indicative of this
Government's attitude to its employees. I do not think for a moment that any other
Minister of this Government would use the same sort of body language as the Minister
for Transport used. It is what the Government stands for. The Government's attitude to
its employees is to say, "You work for a department. Thbe department is charged with
providing a service. Your job is to provide that service - end of story!" There is no
recognition that the Government is and should be a model employer. It is the
Government, as an employer, to which we all look to say this is the way an employer-
employee relationship should be run. Why has the situation reached this stage? Is it
simply a callous disregard for government employees - I do not think that is always true -

or is it getting back to the driven by ideology question?
The Government's position is difficult. It must be difficult for the Premier to issue to his
Ministers the encyclical 46/94. The Government is driven by the need to have its
industrial relations program accepted. It needs to be able to show people that the
program has been adopted by a large number of people. Every time another few people
join the queue and sign workplace agreements the Minister in the other place says, "Isn't
it wonderful? We now have 1. 15 per cent of the work force on workplace agreements.
What an amazing success! We have had these laws for only 15 months and already
1.15 per cent of the work force, or thereabouts, is on workplace agreements." This is
about squeezing another few hundred onto the list to make it look better. If the Minister
for Education thinks that that is exaggerating, he should tell me why that same Minister
in the other place is now prepared to commit another half a million dollars on an
advertising campaign to tell the people of Western Australia what a wonderful system it
is. That is half a million dollars on top of half a million dollars already wasted on the
program. I do not remember any Government in the past having to advertise what a
wonderful institution the Industrial Relations Commission is. However, when a change
such as this occurs - a simple enough change, although brutal - it is not difficult to
understand what a workplace agreement is; it is a contract of employment. Why must the
Government spend half a million dollars and then the same again to tell people what a
wonderful idea it is?
The message that the system is not working must be getting through because it is a long
time since the Minister in the other place has said that the number of Western Australians
on workplace agreements has increased another 0.05 of 1 per cent of the work force.
That is what this is about. Frankly. I do not blame the Minister for Education as an
individual for it; he is under such pressure, as every other Minister and large employer is,
to perform according to the Government's form and function and belief in the ideological
shape of industrial relations in this State. The Government is stuck with a failure: It did
not work in the private sector. The private sector employers and employees, particularly
in small business for which it was designed to work, looked at the legislation and said,
"Forget it." What is the answer? The Government starts picking on the teachers, and
when it is finished on the teachers it will start on the nurses. Eventually through those
two large groups of government employees it will be able to get more enlisted in the
workplace agreements system.

We have seen reports in the Press on the way this Minister has handled this problem.
One in particular was challenged by the General Secretary of the State School Teachers
Union, Peter Quinn. Mr Quinn wrote to Mr Greg Black, the Chief Executive Officer of
the Education Department, on 8 March, challenging some of the statements Mr Black had
made about the union's role in adhering to the memorandum. His letter states in part -

On the contrary, the Union has attempted to have the employer, you in fact Greg,
keep to its side of the memorandum. Unfortunately this has not been altogether
successful.

Hon N.F. Moore: Give us an example.

Hon KIM CHANCE: I will; in fact, Mr Quinn will -

With reference to performance appraisal the agreed term was "Performance
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Management" with the memorandum requiring both parties to further investigate
and develop such a program. Ihe Union entered into the pilot process for
Principals but since then your go-it-alone approach has prevented the Union being
jointly involved.
It is therefore nonsensical to state the ".Union agreed to implement . . such a
system "but haven't come to the party yet".
My advice to you Greg, is to gain the support from your Minister to ensure that
joint consultation can occur, rather than to fire off irresponsible statements to
journalists.
Further, your comment "...that the Department is owed on some productivity
increases", is insulting. It accuses both teachers and the SSTUWA of theft or at
least not meeting the conditions of the Memorandum.

I could go on because some interesting comments are contained in that letter. I anm
seeking to outline to the House by reading that part of the letter that there has been anongoing process, one way or the other. It has not been all that satisfactory, but it is most
certainly not the fault of the State School Teachers Union that the processes have fallen
down. It is a two sided affair.
[The member's time expired.]
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [3.24 pm]: I jump in to the debate,conscious that other members would also like the Opportunity to speak. From the top ofthis State to the bottom there is universal disgust at this Minister's behaviour in hispotolio. I know that disgust and concern is expressed by some of his colleagues whohve always viewed him as a worrying element inside the Liberal Party. They have
recognised in him, as we have always known, a deeply conservative man who isideologically driven, blinded by ideology, and determined to wreak havoc upon thestructure of the Public Service in this State; a Public Service which in the field ofeducation has delivered quality education and quality people into remote areas andschools from the top of the State to the bottom. They are teachers who have endeavoured
to deliver with an enormous amount of energy, effort and vigour a service to thecommunity of Western Australia that should be recognised and paid tribute to, instead of
insulted and impugned by this Minister, as he regularly does.
Hon NYF. Moore: That is not true.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: When these teachers want to have available to them resources todeliver their teaching services with the necessary support of government, this Minister
says that no money is available in the bank.
Hon NY. Moore: There isn't, and it's your fault.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Instead, he allocates enormous amounts of funds to other areas.Do members know what he is about to do next week in Fitzroy Crossing? He will bring
in all the teachers.
Several members inteijected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: This Minister has the funds to drag in the teachers from the
Kimberley region.
Hon N.F. Moore: They haven't been dragged in; it is voluntary.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The teachers want to come together for in-service training and
the like. Can they get together for that?
Hon NYF. Moore: Of course they do, you dope.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: No, not with this Minister.
The PRESIDENT: Order! If Hon Tom Stephens wants me to control the House, he must
keep quiet so that Ican be heard.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I must hear you first, Mr President.
The PRESIDENT: Hon Tom Stephens cannot hear me because he is yelling so much. I
ask the Minister to stop his interjecting and let the member use dp his remaining few
minutes.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Any one of my colleagues from any part of the State could
make the same speech I am making. The Opposition knows that the teachers of Western
Australia deserve better than they are getting from this Minister for Education. They do
not deserve to have their reputations impugned and besmirched as this Minister has done.
As recently as today he repeated the claim that somehow up to 50 per cent of teachers
were not contributing.
Hon N.F. Moore: I didn't say that at all, you silly man.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I do not want to take the drastic action the Minister is forcing
on me, but he should stop interjecting. He does not have to like what Hon Tom Stephens
is saying, but he must listen to it.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: This Minister deprives the teaching services of Western
Australia of the vital resources necessary for teachers to get on and do their job. Instead,
he allocates to his department funds which, at enormous cost to the department, will see
teachers dragged in to have the opportunity of being given a take it or lump it proposal
from this ideologically driven Minister. It is time his backbench colleagues rose up in
one voice and told him what they know; that is, he is blinded by ideology. He is a worry
to them as he is a worry to the people of Western Australia. He is the most deeply
conservative Minister to have ever occupied the front bench of this Chamber. The
Opposition knows that the Minister is prepared to use that ideology to drive the teaching
services into despair. What is important is that within his backbench members there are
people with the courage to rise up with one voice and say, "Enough Minister - no more!".
Mr Moore should mark my words: For as long as the Minister for Education is unleashed
on the teaching people of the State, he will ensure that he delivers more and more
revulsion at himself, his party and his Government, which will drive more and more
votes to the Labor Party.
Hon N.F. Moore: You have to be joking.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That will guarantee our return to the Treasury benches so that
the Minister can no longer raise his head on the front bench and wreak so much havoc on
the teaching service of Western Australia.

[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Forest Industry and Forest Management Problems

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [3.30 pml - by
leave: The forest industries of Western Australia, from the time the colony was
established, have been an important contributor to Western Australia's economic
development. The industry generates $600m annually and employs directly and
indirectly 20 000 people. It is now facing a crisis generated entirely by the irresponsible
intervention of the Federal Government.

There has been intensive management and regulation of the forest timber industry since
the passage of the 1918 Act, which ensured the security of the forest estate. However, by
the 1980s it was apparent that there was increasing conflict over usage of the forest by a
range of constituencies and the forest industry was demanding a new basis for its
operations because it was entering a period of major structural change. A major
deficiency of the management planning process conducted under the 1918 Act was the
absence of a mechanism to permit comprehensive public participation. These
deficiencies were addressed in the 1987 forest management plan and timber strategy
which was introduced by the then Minister for the Environment, Mr Barry Hodge. This
was the first time in Australia that there had been integration of forest planning and
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management and an industry strategy which was subject to comprehensive public
participation. The plan and strategy had many facets, but it addressed the fundamental
cause of conflict between the forest industries and those interested in conservation of
forests, the lack of security of areas set aside for conservation purposes, and the lack of a
secure timber resource. The plans and strategy received bipartisan support.
The plans proposed that an additional 540 000 hectares of forested land be added to the
conservation estate and the provision of long term legally binding timber supply contracts
to sawmills. 'The provision of security to the forest industries - previously they were only
provided with one year contracts - resulted in more than $200m in investment in new
plant and technology which was required to transfer the industry from one which
principally produced green sawn structural timber to one which capitalised on the unique
properties of Western Australian hardwoods to produce high value products.
T7he provision of certainty of sawlog supply by the provision of long term legally binding
contracts to sawmillers has been the principal reason for the success of the value added
strategy. Currently, over 70 per cent of the output of the major jarrah sawmills in the
State are producing kiln dried timber which is the precursor to high value timber products
such as furniture, flooring and architraves. Currently, more than $9m is being invested indeveloping kiln facilities in Manjimup which include special* provisions to permit the
drying of karri so that it can be converted to high value products.
In 1991, it was decided to review the 1987 strategy even though a review was not
required under the Act until 1997, principally because a comprehensive inventory of the
jarrah forest - a requirement of the 1987 strategy - had been completed. The completion
of the inventory provided the opportunity to extend the licence of the timber supply
contracts of small sawmills which had been allocated five year contracts and to examineways to improve the integration of different forest uses at the local level; for example, by
the extension of the stream, river and road reserve systems throughout the forest. The
initiation of the review also provided the opportunity to incorporate an assessment of
National Estate values into the management planning process and the development of
administrative and management procedures which would avoid the conflict between
National Es *tate listings and forest utilisation for a range of activities, including timber
harvesting, which bedevilled other States.
A comprehensive joint study of National Estate values in the southern forest region was
commenced in 1990 by the Department of Conservation and Land Management and theAustralian Heritage Commission and was completed in 1992. CALM and the Australian
Heritage Commission agreed that the only way that potential conflicts between National
Estate values and other forest uses, specifically timber harvesting, could be avoided, was
to approach the conservation of National Estate values on a regional basis.
The first step was the identification of the National Estate values. The joint CALM/AHC
study involved the identification and mapping of 49 separate National Estate values
throughout the southern forest region, an area of over one million hectares. The second
stage in the study involved ensuring that these values were represented in the reserve
system. As the forest management planning process conducted under the Conservation
and Land Management Act was being carried out in parallel with the CALM/AHC study,
it was possible to accommodate the requirement for additional reservation of areas with
National Estate values, such as old growth and wilderness, by incorporating extensions of
the reserve system with areas which had these values represented. As a consequence, the
Western Australian Government agreed to increase the state forest reserve system by
120 000 ha to accommodate the need to ensure that all National Estate values were
adequately reserved in the reserve system. The results of this study were published in a
five volume draft report which was released with the draft forest strategy in February
1992. Following completion of the study, a memorandum of understanding was signed
between CALM and the Australian Heritage Commission.
Two clauses in the memorandum explicitly provide the mechanism for the resolution of
any conflict between the preservation of National Estate values and timber harvesting.
The memorandum states inter alia -
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Clause (b)
(i) for each national estate value, each listed place in the Region in which the

identified value is present can be considered as an alternative location for
the protection of that value in the Region; ...

(iv) where forest operations may have a significant impact on the identified
values of any single listed place, the operations will not be considered to
have a significant impact on the regional occurrence of these values if,
within the Region, the identified values are adequately protected in
gazetted nature conservation reserves and/or in proposed nature
conservation reserves managed for this purpose;

The agreement clearly provides for timber harvesting in National Estate listed areas
provided that the values in those areas are adequately represented in the reserve system.
The CALM/Australian Heritage Commission agreement, when it was jointly announced
by the then state Minister for the Environment, Mr Bob Pearce, and the then federal
Minister for the Environment, Mrs Ros Kelly, was widely acknowledged as a major
breakthrough. It is significant that Paul Keating in his "One Nation 1992" statement
made specific reference to the CALM/AHC study as the basis for joint regional
assessments. An article on page 15 of The Australian of 27 February 1992 stated -

The Government has also committed itself to an accelerated and expanded
program of joint regional assessments of national estate forest values based on the
Western Australian model.

An article on page 16 of the country edition of The West Australian on 27 February 1992
stated -

Mr Keating said that the Federal Government had committed itself to co-
operating with the States in an accelerated and expanded program of joint
regional assessments of the national forest estate based on the WA model.

The then federal Minister for the Environment, Ros Kelly, said -

The study found that most values were well represented in the reserve system.

She said also -

The way in which the study was carried out and the conclusions reached in the
report provide a model for resolving national estate issues raised about other
forest areas in Australia.
Mrs Kelly stressed that the forests in the region had been objectively assessed
against national estate criteria outlined in the Australian Heritage Commission
Act

The then state Labor Minister for the Environment, Bob Pearce, said in a press release
dated 5 February 1992 -

What's so significant about the CALM/Al-C agreement is that national estate
values and forest management have been examined in a comprehensive regional
review.
This has resolved previous problems for both the State and the Commonwealth
caused by considering individual places in isolation.

The Chairman of the Resource Assessment Commission Inquiry, Mr Justice Stewart, said
in a speech to the National Association of Forest Industries -

... applauded a Western Australian forest management model which he said was
a pertinent example of how forests could be managed in an ecologically
sustainable way.

An article on page 4 of The Australian of 29 May 1992 stated -

The historic plan is the first joint project between a forest manager, the Western
Australian Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Australian
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Heritage Commission in which areas have been set aside for harvesting and
recreaton.

Under the Ausalian Heritage Commission Act, the commonwealth Minister must seek
the advice of the Australian Heritage Commission on the potential impact of activities for
which they have legislative control if those activities impinge on the National Estate.
Under the Act, they are allowed to proceed with that activity only if there are no prudent
and feasible alternatives. Consequently, the federal Minister for Resources must seek
advice from the Australian Heritage Commission if timber harvesting involving the
export of woodchips takes place from areas in the Register of National Estate or on the
interim list of the register.
In 1993, CALM submitted a number of coupes proposed for harvesting which had old
growth value and which were proposed to be entered on the interim list of the Register of
the National Estate. As required, the federal Minister sought the advice of the Australian
Heritage Commission which was as follows -

Although this value is sensitive to timber harvesting activities, the impact of such
logging will not significantly affect this value on a regional level, as it is
reasonably well represented in the reserve system within the region ...

That advice complied with the memorandum of understanding between CALM and the
AHC which allowed for timber harvesting in areas on the National Estate provided that
the values that would be affected by timber harvesting were represented in the reserve
system. Unfortunately, in 1994, notwithstanding the obvious fact that the degree of
representation of old growth values in the reserve system had not changed, the Australian
Heritage Commission's advice on coupes submitted for approval by CALM for timber
harvesting, including the export of woodchips, was different. It stated -

Old growth forest of national estate significance will be significantly adversely
affected in the region by this proposal. Old growth protection is currently 55%
regionally. It is the Commission's opinion that this level of protection is not
adequate.

Clearly, the science which underpins the CALM/AHC agreement had not changed, butthe politics had. The major change in the politics surrounding the annual woodchip
licences was the appointment of a new federal Minister for the Environment, Senator
Faulkner. Senator Faulkner funded several conservation groups around Australia toundertake assessments of the conservation values of the coupes that were proposed fortimber harvesting involving the export of logs for woodchips. in 1995. In Western
Australia the local conservation council proposed that virtually all the coupes which were
scheduled for logging in 1995 - 158 - be embargoed. Subsequently, Senator Faulkner
advised the federal Minister for Resources that 84 coupes be withheld, even though the
Department of Conservation and Land Management had advised that old growth values
either did not exist in any of the coupes, or that conservation values which were present
were adequately represented in the reserve system. Notwithstanding this advice, Senator
Faulkner maintained his advice to Mr Beddall, the Minister for Resources, that a
moratorium be placed on 84 coupes on the grounds that under the national forest policy
statement areas of forest with potentially high conservation values should be set aside
until their conservation value had been assessed. Specifically, Senator Faulkner failed to
acknowledge the fact that there had been a comprehensive assessment of the conservation
values of all the coupes in the southern forest region, as part of the CALM/AHC study.
Yet Senator Faulkner, in a letter to the Western Australian Minister for the Environment,
Kevin Minson, on 12 December 1994 stated -

In line with the National Forest Policy Statement the Commonwealth will give
"full faith and credit" to the national estate assessment undertaken jointly by the
Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) and the WA Department of Conservation
and Land Management (CALM). As part of the AHC/CALM national estate
assessment, wilderness and disturbance were assessed. While not strictly
constituting an assessment of old-growth forest as envisaged under the NFPS, I
consider the assessment of disturbance as adequate to meet the NFPS requirement
to assess this value in the southern forests region.
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The federal Minister for Resources effectively ignored the advice from the federal
Minister for the Environment and approved the majority of coupes that Western Australia
submitted for timber harvesting. Not surprisingly, given that Senator Faulkner had raised
the expectations of the conservation movement throughout Australia, there was an outcry
by these groups which eventually led to the Prime Minister intervening and placing a
temporary embargo on 509 coupes throughout Australia, including 66 coupes in Western
Australia. In the weeks following the Prime Minister's intervention, 15 of the Western
Australian coupes were released on the grounds that they were already in the process of
being logged or that the values they were purported to have did not exist.
Some measure of the degree to which the Federal Government has mishandled this issue
is indicated by the fact that a senior Cabinet Minister, Senator Bob Collins, who has
strongly supported Western Australia's forest management plans, had to travel by VIP jet
to Western Australia to examine one coupe to confirm that logging was taking place in it,
after the member for Fremantle, Dr Lawrence, in Cabinet had claimed that the forest area
in question was pristine. He found that the area in question had been logged.
Throughout this exercise Western Australia has been peculiarly disadvantaged,
paradoxically because Western Australia is the State that pioneered the concept of
regional assessments and worked cooperatively with the Australian Heritage Commission
to achieve a reconciliation of the conflict between National Estate values and timber
harvesting. As a consequence of the CALM/AHC study, a number of forest areas in the
southern forest region had been listed on the interim list of the National Estate.
Consequently, the 50 coupes proposed for timber harvesting in the southern forest region,
which were located on areas listed on the interim list of the National Estate, were obvious
targets for the conservation groups and Senator Faulkner's department, because by
definition they contained a range of conservation and National Estate values. However,
throughout this exercise Western Australia believed that in the end rationality would
prevail and that the fact that it had undertaken the joint study with the Australian
Heritage Commission and, as a result of that, had taken actions to ensure that National
Estate values within the southern forest region were adequately represented in the reserve
system, would be recognised and the coupes would be released after Cabinet's final
consideration. Western Australia was further encouraged that its pioneer work with the
Australian Heritage Commission would bear dividends, despite the mess the Federal
Government had created, when Senator Collins in the Senate in February hailed the
CALM/ABC agreement as the "way of the future".
When Cabinet met on 31 March, only two of the 53 outstanding coupes in Western
Australia were approved for release. This compares with the 26 coupes released in
Tasmania. 56 in Victoria and 51 in New South Wales. The bulk of the remaining 38
Western Australian coupes occurred in the southern forest region and were in areas listed
on the interim list of the National Estate. Therefore, they qualified for release under
commonwealth guidelines if they met the reserve criteria set out by the chief scientist's
committee, which had been established by the Prime Minister for that purpose. Under
any assessment, the Western Australian coupes meet these criteria. For example, with
respect to the 28 karri forest coupes -
(1) Forty-six per cent of the existing karri forest is reserved in statutory and non-

statutory reserves. This represents 37 per cent of the pre-European situation.
This is far in excess of the 15 per cent under the Commonwealth Government
criteria.

(2) There is 48 per cent of the remaining old growth karri forest in the statutory
reserve system, and 21 per cent in the non-statutory reserves. Under the
commonwealth criterion, 60 per cent of existing old growth is required.

(3) None of the karri coupes proposed for timber harvesting occurs in wilderness
areas.

It is patent that the decisions made by the Federal Cabinet on the coupes that should be
released have, contrary to the statements in the avalanche of press releases that
accompanied the announcement, nothing to do with the development of a national
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reserve system, and they have nothing to do with the preservation of old growth and
wilderness values. What happened in Canberra in the days preceding the Cabinet
decision is another "whiteboard" exercise. There is a direct correlation between the
number of coupes that have been released in each State and the marginal Labor seats in
that State. For example, Tasmania received 26 coupes because the Labor members of the
federal marginal seats of Bass, Lyons and Franklin would have suffered a major backlash
from voters in those electorates who are dependent on the forest industries for their
livelihood. Similarly, in Victoria the Labor member for Mc~fillan, Mr Cunningham,
received his full quota of coupes because the electoral consequences of shutting down the
timber industry in his electorate would have been devastating to his political future.
The differential treatment of Western Australia and Victoria is particularly galling. This
State has received a copy of the Federal Cabinet document, which was submitted by the
commonwealth bureaucrats, in which 37 Victorian coupes and 39 Western Australian
coupes were listed as coupes that could be considered to have their conservation values
adequately represented in the existing statutory and non-statutory reserve system in each
State. Significantly, Victoria followed Western Australia in developing a regional forest
agreement with the Australian Heritage Commission. Staff of the Australian Heritage
Commission confirm that the representation of conservation values in Western Australia
equals or exceeds the representation in the Victorian system. Thirty two of the Victorian
coupes on the list were released, none of the Western Australian coupes was released.

Sitting .suspended from 3.45 to 4 .00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

Hon PETER FOSS: The facts are that the contender for the seat of Brand, Hon Kim
Beazley, and the member for Fremantle, Hon Carmen Lawrence, decided that it was
more important to seek the green vote than to support workers in the south west of the
State who are dependent on the timber industry for their livelihood. They demanded that
Western Australia coupes be embargoed even though they meet the scientific criteria for
release. If the workers in the timber industry had any doubts that the Labor Party that
John Curtin, a one time secretary of the Victorian Timber Workers Union, represented
had been hijacked by opportunists, they will surely be removed by the betrayal of timber
workers by the federal members for Swan and Fremantle.
My immediate concern has been to take whatever measures are necessary to ensure that
the timber industry is not irreparably damaged and that people in the south west are not
made unemployed as a consequence of this ruthless, cynical political decision by the
Federal Labor Government. The timber that was scheduled to be removed from the
coupes that had been embargoed represents more than 50 per cent of the annual kamr and
jarrah sawlog cut in the southern region. Obviously, if we cannot find alternative
supplies, the withdrawal of this amount of timber from the sawmills in the southern forest
will have catastrophic effects on the economy of the south west of this State.
In anticipation that as a consequence of the political game being played by Canberra an
embargo would be placed on some coupes, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management has, since January, been examining ways to provide alternative sources of
sawlogs to mills in the south west. The situation has been worsened by the fact that local
conservation groups have taken out a number of injunctions against the department which
has caused further disruption of the programmied sawlog supply plan. Notwithstanding
these constraints, I am advised by CALM that it should be possible to bring forward
sufficient jarrah and karri coupes from the 1996 and 1997 logging programs to make up
most of the shortfall created by the Federal Labor Government's embargo. There is still
a 10 per cent shortfall in karri sawlogs, but this may be alleviated by regenerating cut-
over areas with karri seedlings produced in the nursery, thus allowing for the removal of
karri seed trees, which are normally removed a year after the initial logging, in the one
logging operation this year. The removal of the kanri seed trees has been made more
palatable because this is not a heavy seed year. The success of this emergency operation
will depend to a large degree on weather conditions. To obtain access to these new
coupes it will be necessary to construct new roads. If we have an abnormally wet season
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it will be impossible to construct the additional roads required to access the alternative
coupes and soil conditions in some coupes may become too wet. The situation has been
exacerbated by the fact that normal stockpiling operations have been seriously curtailed
because of the Federal Government's intervention.
None of the coupes that have been brought forward is on the interim list of the National
Estate and consequently the chiplogs produced as a by-product of the sawlog operation
will be available for export Logging operations will occur in National Estate areas that
have been approved by the Federal Government. In addition, I will also be writing to the
Federal Government requesting permission to log in five karri coupes located in National
Estate areas which will be accessible during the year because most of the roading has
already been completed. If the Federal Government grants approval for these coupes
then most of the uncertainty about karri sawlog supply will be removed. Obviously the
additional roading and other measures that CALM has had to take to provide alternative
sources of sawlog have been very costly and I will be seeking compensation from the
Federal Government.
I am optimistic that the emergency measures we have taken to save the jobs of timber
workers in the south west will be successful this year. The opportunity to patch together
emergency sources of log supply in successive years will be almost non-existent. I am
extremely concerned that the detailed long term planning that is the hallmark of forest
management in this State will be seriously disrupted by the need to bring forward logging
coupes. If the Federal Cabinet continues to disrupt the Western Australian logging
program by embargoing coupes it will be certain that the forest industries in south
Western Australia will be irreversibly damaged.
The Federal Labor Government's activities have seriously damaged major value-adding
proposals that are under investigation in Western Australia. The uncertainty that has
been generated will make it very difficult for large and small sawmills alike to justify the
continued investment in new kilns to further increase the capacity for the production of
high value timber products from Western Australia's unique hardwoods. The events of
the last several weeks have also been a major setback to the development of alternative
uses for the residue which is generated as a by-product of sawmilling operations in
Western Australia's native forests. Preliminary investigations are under way to
determine whether it will be possible to use a proportion of the woodchips currently
exported to make medium density fibreboard in Western Australia. The international
wood products market is booming and there is a very real potential that a factory
employing over 200 people could be constructed in the south west to produce medium
density fibreboard - sold as craft wood in hardware stores - from native hardwood
residues.
Western Australia's success as the wealth producing State of the nation has been based
on the conviction that Australian and overseas investors can have confidence that their
multimillion dollar investments will not be affected by capricious actions. The crisis in
confidence in the forest industries created by the Federal Government has the potential to
spill over into other major resource based industries which could be subject to the same
irresponsible use of Federal Government powers.
Of course, a major cause of uncertainty in the future is the unpredictability of the Federal
Labor Government. The only way that Western Australia can remove this uncertainty
while a Federal Labor Government remains in power is to force the Federal Government
to fulfil its promises by insisting that it allows Western Australia to commence the
development of a regional forest agreement for the whole of the south west forests of this
State as soon as possible. I will be writing to the federal Ministers responsible requesting
that they progress a regional forest agreement as soon as I have official advice as to
which Minister is responsible. To this date, all we have received is the flurry of press
releases that followed the Federal Cabinet's decision on Thursday.
Governments of both political persuasions in Western Australia have been willing to
carry out appropriate assessments and to cooperate with the Federal Government in
reaching an agreed approach to the management of the State's forests. CALM committed
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a large amount of resources to the assessment of National Estate values over a significant
period of time. We had hoped that we would receive a responsible, statesmanlike
response from the Federal Government, which has been quick to be critical of Western
Australia for its expressed concern that the Federal Government does not understand or
properly concern, itself with the local issues in Western, Australia. Our experience in this
case does not give us any confidence that the Federal Government is ever to be trusted to
make a decision based on the facts and good government. Western Australia is seen as
being a disposable commodity when the Federal Labor Government fights for its
survival. The Brisbane line mentality is with us to this day.
Notwithstanding the difficulties the forest industry faces, I am confident that it will
survive through these difficult times and grow and prosper. The problems we are facing
with forest management and the forest industry in this State have nothing to do with the
quality of our forest management; it is acknowledged as the best in the world. The crisis
that the forest industry faces is caused entirely by poor administration and by cynical
self-interested politicians. It is this type of political decision-making which is typical of a
Government that has governed too long and makes decisions based on what is good for it
rather than for the country. I ani confident that this problem will be removed by the
replacement of this tired Federal Labor Government with a new coalition Government at
the next election.
Resolved, that consideration of the statement be made an order of the day for the next
sitting.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY
Motion

Resumed from 5 April.
HON N.D. GRIFFJ.THS (East Metropolitan) [4.40 pm]: In the limited time available
to me I propose to refer to eight matters: The retirement of Hon Tom Butler, the election
of Hon Val Ferguson; Hon Eric Charlton and his role in the introduction of the Midland
shuttle; the Midland Workshops site and its potential as a university campus; criminal
liability of parents for the acts of their children; reform of the Police Act with respect to
Police Act offences, with particular reference to section 50; a misreporting of term of
reference 7 of the report of the Select Committee on Western Australian Police Service;
and some aspects of privatisation.
Firstly, in respect of Hon Tom Butler, it has been my pleasure to represent East
Metropolitan Region in this House with Hon Tom Butler as one of my -colleagues. In my
short time in this place, he has been of great assistance to me, and I will be forever in his
debt. He showed me, as he showed others, the way in which to deal with constituents.
He was always very caring and compassionate in his dealings with those constituents
who went to see him, particularly those who found themselves in difficult circumstances.
He was very involved with the Lockridge Youth Service. He gave great service to this
House, to the Australian Labor Party and to his constituents.
I note that my colleagues Hon Val Ferguson and Hon Phil Lockyer have spoken more
eloquently than I have about the retirement of Hon Tom Butler, but I must make
reference to his entry in Who's Who in Australia 1995 because it provides me with a
source of great interest. I attended a function in honour of Hon Tom Butler last Saturday
evening, and regrettably I had to leave before he responded to a number of speeches
given about him. One amusing speech was given by Hon Graham Edwards, and
notwithstanding the fact that I have privilege when I speak in this House, I had better not
repeat it. Tom Butler failed to realise that I had to leave early and made a similar
comment about me when he did not have privilege, but notwithstanding that, I forgive
him. He will know what I mean when he reads these words, as I trust he will.
Hon Tom Butler's entry in Who's Who states that his recreations are, horseracing, football
and golf. One can well imagine with a man of Tom Butler's stature his interest in
horseracing, and I trust he will take the point and I wish him well in his new career. In
regard to football, he might get a game with the Fremantle Dockers, but that is about as
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far as I would push it. He also has an interest in golf. Therefore, by reference to those
matters I think he will have a worthwhile retirement and be actively engaged. I also note
with great pleasure that he continues to be on hand to be of assistance to his former
colleagues in East Metropolitan Region by providing that good generalship that he
provided at the Last election to make sure that three of us got up, and I am sure that effort
will be repeated next time around.
My sadness at the retirement of Hon Tom Butler -
Hon Graham Edwards: Tom who?
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: As Hon Graham Edwards said, people are easily forgotten. We
saw him here for a couple of hours a couple of weeks ago, and I had better not repeat
what Hon Graham Edwards said the other night.
I am pleased to have Hon Val Ferguson as my colleague from the Australian Labor Party
for East Metropolitan Region. I have had the pleasure of knowing Hon Val Ferguson for
a number of years, and she has similar attributes to those of Hon Tom Butler, particularly
with respect to empathy with the people whom we all strive to represent and her caring
outlook on life. I do not know whether Hon Val Ferguson is interested in horseracing,
football or golf; if she is, I wish her well, but I hope she barracks for a first grade side
like the Eagles if she has a go.
I wish now to refer to Hon Eric Charlton. It is our duty as members to have a go at
Ministers when we think they have done the wrong thing, but when Ministers are party to
something worthwhile, it is also our duty to congratulate them. I and my fellow
colleague from East Metropolitan Region Hon Derrick Tomlinson, had cause to attend
the opening of the Midland shuttle on 8 March 1995. The Midland shuttle is a bus
service which facilitates the transport of people in the Midland locality and the shopping
precinct. It is a worthwhile measure. The persons involved in it in particular are the bus
drivers from the Redcliffe section of MetroBus. I regret that the shadow of privatisation
is hanging over them, but, notwithstanding that, they, the Minister, the Shire of Swan and
the Midland and Districts Chamber of Commerce should be congratulated for that
measure.
While referring to Midland, I draw the attention of the House to the fact that the closure
of the Midland Workshops about a year ago was a very shabby exercise in privatisaion.
The announcement about the closure was made two years ago, and subsequent to the
announcement, a strategy plan was drawn up called the Midland Railway Workshops Site
Strategy Plan. I understand that plan is currently being considered by the Government
and that it has called for a further assessment, which should be to hand towards the end of
this month, but one aspect of that plan which bears consideration is the proposal to use
that site for a university campus. I have spoken to my federal colleague the member for
Perth, Mr Stephen Smith, about this matter, and he has raised it with the federal Minister,
Mr Crean, and I am assured that if the State Government came up with a worthwhile
proposal it would have a friendly partner in the Federal Government. The Midland
Railway Workshops Site Strategy Plan states at page 25, under the heading "Tertiary
Education" -

It has been pointed out frequently that there is no University campus in the
eastern half of Peth...
Development of a general satellite campus would be most desirable, and should
be a long term aim although unlikely to be an early use ...

It notes that specific facilities of particular relevance to the Midland location and
surrounding areas should be explored and, if appropriate, set up, and states -

Proximity of the site to Midland rail station is a significant advantage of its
location, as no other University facility is well served by the suburban rail system.

In my view, the Midland locality is in need of a university campus as distinct from a full-
scale university at this time, and that would be of benefit not only to the general
economic prosperity of the region but also to young people and other students who have
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to travel a considerable distance, relative to other people in the metropolitan area, to
attend places of tertiary study.
I will now deal with the speech made by His Excellency the Governor at the reopening of
Parliament on 23 March when he stated -

Because of the increased incidence of arson in bushfires, factories and shopping
centres, investigations are under way to empower the juvenile justice system to
make the parents of juvenile arsonists either partly or fully accountable
financially for any damage caused by their children's actions.

That is a wrong approach. People should be responsible for their own actions. Parents
cannot be held responsible in this way. The foreshadowed approach is arbitrary and, I
suggest by our standards, uncivilised. The fact is that good parents can have children
who do the wrong thing from time to time without it being a fault of either parent. The
law with regard to this has changed since this Government came to power. Section 34E
of the Child Welfare Act as at 6 February 1993, and for some months subsequently,
stated -

Where a child is found guilty of an offence with respect to which a fine is
imposed on the child or payment of compensation, costs or restitution is ordered,
the court on being satisfied that any parent or guardian of the child has conduced
to the commission of the offence by neglecting to exercise due care or control of
the child and having regard to the financial circumstances of the child and the
parent or guardian, shall order that the fine or compensation, costs or restitution
be paid ...

It then goes on to list a number of alternatives by the parties. That provision had an
appropriate balance to do with responsibility. I may be wrong but there has been no
evidence offered to the contrary with respect to the changes that have taken place. I wish
to review those changes. The balance of those words was deleted by the Criminal
Procedure. Amendment Act. Section 14 states -

Section 34E(l) of the Child Welfare Act 1947 is amended by deleting "on being
satisfied that any parent or guardian of the child has conduced to the commission
of the offence by neglecting to exercise due care or control of the child ...

Deleting those words has removed the balance between the responsibility and care and
the appropriate criminal sanction.
Hon Cheryl Davenport: Are you telling me that this Government deleted that?
Hon NJ). GRIF+lTS: Yes.
Hon Cheryl Davenport: Now it is going to reinstate it?
Hon N.D. GRFHS: No, not quite; far from it. Section 34E, as amended by the
deletion of those words, was repealed by section 209 of the Young Offenders Act. Under
the Young Offenders Act the provisions relevant to the liability of parents and guardians
as a result of the criminal behaviour of children are set out. In particular, section 58(2)
under the heading "Responsible adult may be made liable" states -

If a young person is found guilty of an offence and a fine is imposed or the
payment of compensation, restitution, or costs is ordered, the court, having regard
to the financial circumstances of the young person and any person who is a
responsible adult, may order that payment of the fine or other amount be made by
the young person, by any person who is a responsible adult, or by any of them in
such proportions as the court may determine.

The balance of the words formerly contained in section 34E of the Child Welfare Act
was not introduced. Section 5 8(2) should be read by referring to section 8 of the Young
Offenders Act which deals with the role of the responsible adult. This is an unusual Act
and very shabbily drawn. The numbering is such that what would usually be numbered
subsections are now inserted as paragraphs. Section 8 states -

(a) responsible adults have an important responsibility for the behaviour of
young persons under their care;
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(d) in determining the degree of responsibility expected of a responsible adult,
the age, intellectual and emotional maturity of the young person and the
fact that the young person is in employment or living independently shall
be taken into account.

That all sounds very nice; however, one must refer to the definitions in section 3 to make
sense of what is meant by "independent young person". It means a young person who
has reached the age of 17 years and has sufficient maturity to live independently without
the guidance or control of a responsible adult and is doing so. Section 8 commences with
the words -

While observing the general principles of juvenile justice as required by section 7,
a person performing functions under this Act is also to have regard to the
principles that ...

The general principles that are to be observed in performing functions under the Act are
set out in section 7(f) which states that responsible adults should be encouraged to fulfil
their responsibility for the care and supervision of young persons and supported in their
efforts to do so. It is one of these platitudes that we have heard from this Government.
Those members who had anything to do with the debate would know that the legislation
was rammed through in fairly disgraceful circumstances. It was badly thought through.
It lacks the justice contained in the previous section 34E. I suggest that there should be a
causal connection for liability to be imposed; otherwise people will be punished without
fault. It is a disgraceful situation for people to be liable to be punished for matters over
which they have no control.
No fault punishment, which is the current potential of the law, is just not on. It is morally
reprehensible.
I turn now to matters pertaining to Police Act offences. We see a continued delay in
reform of these offences, and the delay is the delay of this Government. A discussion
paper on Police Act offences was published by the Law Reform Commission in May
1989. Following that publication the commission brought down a report, project No 85,
in August 1992. The discussion paper was commented on by a number of people and
organisations as set out in the first appendix of the report. Those organisations included
the Department for Community Services; the Law Society of Western Australia; the
Legal Aid Commission of Western Australia; a barrister Mr P.W. Nichols, who is an
authority on the Police Act; the Police Department of Western Australia, which added a
significant contribution; Mr R. Utting; and the Western Australian Police Union of
Workers. Following publication of that report it was entirely proper and appropriate that
further discussion take place. The bodies I have just mentioned and others, as well as
other interested parties, had commented on the discussion paper and it was appropriate
that they make their views on the report known to the Government before the
Government took the matter further. The report was produced in August 1992. Of
course, as a general principle it would be inappropriate in the last six months running up
to an election, for a Government to cause a major change in the law. I had an interest in
this matter prior to becoming a member of Parliament and I have pursued my interest
subsequently. I will remind members of what has taken place over the last two and a
quarter years.
On 10 August 1993 I asked a question of the Leader of the House as the Minister
representing the Minister for Police, so he was answering in his representative capacity -
although I bear in mind Hon Peter Foss' comments about the holistic nature of this
Government. I asked -

Will a Bill be introduced this session to amend the Police Act in substantive
accord with the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission?

The response was -
The report of the Law Reform Commission is currently under consideration
together with comments from interested parties. When all those have been
considered, a proposal will be taken to Cabinet for approval to draft. It is
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anticipated that draft legislation will be prepared and introduced into Parliament
before the end of 1993.

1 was very satisfied with that answer. However, nothing happened, and members will
recall what was taking place at the time with the Government's legislative program. I
conducted an audit and on 15 December 1993 I asked -

(1) With respect to the answer to question on notice 122 provided on 10
August 1993, is it still intended that legislation will be introduced into
Parliament before the end of 1993?

(2) If not, why not?
That just shows what a new member I was, thinking that on 15 December the
Government might get a Bill through quickly - although the guillotine was around and
anything could have happened. Hon George Cash replied -

The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) The State coalition Government is still considering the

recommendations of the Law Reform Commission for the
introduction of amendments to the Police Act as previously
indicated. However, the pressure of Government business has
prevented introduction of the amendments into the Parliament
before the end of 1993.

I try to be a reasonable person. I thought, fair enough; it is 15 December and we are due
to finish tomorrow. I next raised the matter on 16 August 1994, when I asked -

(1) Will a Bill be introduced this session to amend the Police Act in
substantive accord with the recommendations of the Law Reform
Commission?

(2) If not, why not?
The response was -

The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
(1)-(2) Discussions are still continuing between the Law Reform Commission, the

Attorney General, the Police Department and me in relation to a number
of issues. I intend making a submission to Cabinet as soon as possible.

That answer was not as hopeful as the previous answers, but I was not to be put off and
on 27 September 1994 I asked -

(1) What is the current timetable for changes to the Police Act?
(2) What are the reasons for the continuing delay?

The response was -

The Minister for Police has provided the following reply.-
(1)-(2) Cabinet has recently approved proposed amendments to the Police Act to

enable the drafting of a summary offences Bill and other legislative
amendments in respect of police offences and powers. This is the first
major reform of the Police Act, which is over 100 years old. Following
the report of the Law Reform Commission further discussion was
necessary between various agencies on the report's recommendations.

What follows is the bit I love -

The proposal is being progressed as a matter of priority within this Government's
law and order legislative program.

We dealt with several Bills in the last session, particularly in this House in December,
dealing with law and order issues. Members may be surprised that I was not going to be
put off by that. I thought I would chase up this matter again. Hansard records that on 13
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December 1994 1 asked why the review of the Police Act was taking so long, given thestraightforward recommendations of the Law Reform Commission. The answer states -
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply -
I refer the member to my reply to question on notice 771 of 1994. Draftinginstructions for the proposed legislation have been completed and will soon bereferred to Parliamentary Counsel for drafting of the Bills. It is intended that thenew legislation will be introduced in the next parliamentary session.

Promises, promises! I listened intently to the words of His Excellency on opening day.Subsequently, on two occasions I have read the Hanzsard report of his speech. It containsno reference whatsoever to the proposed changes to offences under the Police Act. Itherefore think it appropriate that the matter be raised in the Address-in-Reply debaterather than to continue to be fobbed off by unsatisfactory answers to reasonableparliamentary questions on a matter which should not be controversial, but will be ofsubstantial benefit to the people of Western Australia. If the process of overhaulingoffences under the Police Act is too much, can we at the very least have governmentlegislation amending section 50 of the Police Act? That section is sensitive. It has greatrelevance to the Dethridge incident. I am advised that it has relevance also to an incidentin Fremantle recently involving the discharging of a firearm. I do not know whether thatis the case. I remind members that section 50 of the Police Act commences with thefollowing words -

Any officer or constable of the Police Force may demand from and require of anyindividual his name and address, and may apprehend without warrant any suchperson who shall neglect or refuse to give his name and address or either of them
when required so to-do. .. -

The section then expands on other matters relevant to that and states the penalty to beimposed. What concerns me about that section is that it was dealt with appropriately bythe Law Reform Commission in its discussion paper on Police Act offences. I thoughtthe matter was now straightforward. The relevant part of the discussion paper is inchapter 17. In its report of August 1992 on Police Act Offences the Law ReformCommission provides a draft of an amended section 50 which I suggest should do thejob. It would be a simple matter for the Government to put this issue right. I would likethe Government to act on what I see as being a constructive, bipartisan suggestion whichshould be taken with a view to improving the state of the law in Western Australia. Page238 of the report on Police Act offences under the summary of the recommendations
states -

7. The power to demand name and address conferred by section 50 should berepealed and replaced by a provision incorporated in the Criminal Code along thefollowing lines:
(1) Where a police officer has reasonable cause to suspect -

(a) that a person has committed, is committing, or is about to
commit, an offence; or

(b) that a person may be able to assist in the investigation of an
offence or a suspected offence,

the officer may require that person to state his or her full name andaddress.
(2) Where a police officer has reasonable cause to suspect that a name oraddress as stated in response to a requirement under subsection (1) is false,the officer may require the person making the statement to produceevidence of the correctness of the name and address as stated by him or
her.
(3) A person who -

(a) refuses or fails, without reasonable cause, to comply with a
requirement under subsection (1) or (2); or
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(b) in response to a requirement under subsection (1) or (2) -

(i) states a name or address that is false; or
(ii) produces false evidence of his or her name or

address,
commits an offence.
Penalty: $1000 or imprisonment for 12 months.

(4) Where a person has been required to state his or her full name and
address under subsection (1), the person may require the police officer
who has made the requirement to state his or her surniame and rank.

If I am missing out on some kernel of information that would lead me to the view that
that is an inappropriate legislative reform, I would be obliged if someone from the
Government would inform me. If no such information is forthcoming, it is about time
that aspect of the Police Act was acted Upon without further delay.

I now turn to the interim report of the Select Committee on the Western Australian Police
Service. My comments on this report will be limited to the issue of the reporting of an
aspect of it. I understand that the report was handed to you, Mr Deputy President (Hon
Barry House), on 16 February 1995. Subsequent to that, an article appeared on page 3 of
The West Australian of 17 February 1995 headed "Police training criticised". It dealt
with a number of aspects of the report to which I will not refer. It states in part -

The committee .. . called for the merit-based promotion system to be abandoned.

The report, tabled in the upper House yesterday, found that the system was
costing taxpayers tens of thousands of dollars, was stressful for police and had led
to disintegrating comradeship among officers.

'The very essence of policing requires a close bond between officers, the erosion
of which will result in fragmentation of the police service," the report said.

It said merit-based promotion had been condemned by most police interviewed
and had impacted negatively on the force.

That is fine so far as it goes, but the article then said -

Mr Tomlinson said the system was brought in for political reasons by the previous
Labor government and was the -single biggest contributor to low police morale.

I read the article first on the morning of 27 February 1995. When I read it, I telephoned
The West Australian and sought to speak with the journalist concerned. I left a message
that I had called. I made that telephone call when I was at my home. Subsequently, I
travelled to my electorate office and was surprised to find that the call I had made had not
been acknowledged. I contacted The West Australian by telephone again asking to speak
to the journalist concerned and asking that he get back to me. No response was received.

I thought it was my duty to set the record straight. Therefore, that morning, noting what I
understood to be the constraints of publication - I am not saying for one moment that
anyone else should tell a newspaper what to print; however, I believe it has an obligation
to be balanced and, if the truth is offered to it, at least to accept it - I sent by facsimile to
the journalist concerned a letter which was a copy of a letter which I also sent by
facsimile to the Editor of The West Australian. Members should bear in mind at this
stage that I had not spoken to Hon Derrick Tomlinson. However, I felt it was my duty to
put forward what I considered to be the correct position. I said in that letter -

The reported comment of Derrick Tomlinson, MLC that the merit based
promotion "system was brought in for political reasons by the previous Labor
government;" may be Mr Tomnlinson's view, but the finding of the Select
Committee on the Western Australian Police Service is as set out on page 28 of
its Report."

I then quoted from the relevant report as follows -
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However, on advice from within the Public Service Commission the concept ofmerit based promotion, as outlined in the green paper was abandoned and thePublic Service promotion selection process adopted.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: A very fair and reasonable letter.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I thank Mr Tomlinson. It was also a very short letter. On 18February 1995, The West Australian continued to raise matters that were dealt with in theselect committee's report. However, it made no reference, notwithstanding the brevity ofthe letter and its accuracy in terms of what was said in the report, to the point I made. Itseemed to me that The West Australian, for whatever reason, was not interested in theleast in balanced reporting, or, if one wanted to put it higher, the truth. Subsequently, Ispoke to Hon Derrick Tomlinson who assured me that he did not say that which he wasreported as having said.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It would have been a nonsensical thing to say knowing what weknew about how merit based promotions, as implemented, were implemented.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Quite so. Before raising this matter and pointing out MrTomlinson's view as he has just done quite eloquently, I told him that I proposed raisingthe matter and if there was a difficulty with that, he should let me know and I would notraise it. I am paraphrasing what I said. He assured me there was no difficulty in myraising the matter. By way of interjection a few moments ago, he accurately set out thefindings of the select committee on that issue and he has given the lie to the report.
It is a matter of great regret that The West Australian has not seen fit to rectify that error.I trust it will avail itself of the opportunity to do so. I also trust the journalist concernedwill note that I have not mentioned his name and nor do I intend to do so although hisname is mentioned in the newspaper report which I read out in part.
I wanted to touch on some aspects of the privatisation that has occurred in WesternAustralia to the end of last year. However, in dealing with the matter I will deal with it ingreater depth than I would be able to do in this Address-in-Reply speech. I have 11Iminutes and I may or may not get an extension of time. Therefore, on that note, I willconclude my remarks but ask the Government to take on board those matters which Iconsider to be constructive. I also trust Hon George Cash will forgive me for the inicidentat afternoon tea and will speak to his colleague, the Minister for Police, about gettingsomething done about the Police Act. It must be embarrassing for Hon George Cash tocome here as the Minister's representative and say that the Government intends doingsomething in 1993, it intends doing something in 1994 and it is now 1995. I will not askhim a question about it for a couple of months in the expectation that I will not have to.
HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [5.29 pm]: I also support the motion. Ia doingso, I congratulate the Governor, Major General Michael Jeffery and his wife Marlena onthe excellent job they have done since taking on that role. They move around WesternAustralia extensively and perform their duties in a very efficient, friendly and dignifiedmanner. Their personal assistants, Dean Pye and Lucette Gates, also add a lot to theexcellent job they are doing. It is our pleasure as parliamentarians to observe theGovernor and his wife performing their duties on many occasions, and it is our privilegeto get to know them. Comments made to me indicate that the Western Australian publicappreciates the job they are doing, whether it is on formal occasions such as the openingof Parliament, or in electorates and on occasions such as the Margaret River food andwine festival, the Nannup music festival, the Abbey Vale concert, or the opening of theDolphin Discovery Centre in Bunbury. All those duties have been performed withdignity and great friendliness.
I join with other members in welcoming Hon Val Ferguson to this Chamber. In doing so,I wish Hon Tom Butler all the very best in his retirement. I am sorry he left during aparliamentary recess and, therefore, deprived us of the opportunity of hearing his farewellspeech. I would like to have heard some final comments from him. I also use thisoccasion to pay a special tribute to Tony Lock, one of Western Australia's favouritesporting figures. He died last week at the age of 65 years, and his funeral will be held
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tomorrow. He deserves to be acknowledged and applauded for his magnificent
contribution to cricket in Western Australia, and before that in England. His record is
amazing and I will briefly give some figures. He played 49 test matches for England, and
scored 742 runs at an average of 13.74. However, his forte was as a left arm bowler and
in these test matches he took 174 wickets, with an average of 25.58. In first class games
for Western Australia he played 74 matches, and scored 1 531 runs with an average of
16.28. His bowling figures ame magnificent; he took 326 wickets with an average of
24.76. He also played five one-day games for Western Australia in the early days of one-
day cricket, and took seven wickets in that competition. As those figures indicate, Tony
Lock was a great bowler for England, Surrey and Leicestershire, but as a test cricketer he
is best remembered for two incidents. The first is his role in Laker's test in 1956 in
Manchester, when he shared the bowling honours with none other than Jim Laker who
took 19 of the 20 wickets. That is remarkable in its own right. Commentators on the
game said that the other remarkable feature of the game was that Tony Lock bowled
equally as well as Jim Laker, but he took only one wicket. Tony Lock is also
remembered in his contribution to test cricket for the controversy surrounding his
bowling action. It was a suspect action, and at times he was accused of throwing. That
led to a change in his action, and it is a measure of his ability and dedication as a
cricketer that he was successful in changing his action, and playing first class cricket for
another 15 years.

Another measure of his outstanding ability and determination came in 1962. He was
devastated at not being selected for the England side touring Australia, and he readily
jumped at the opportunity to play for Western Australia in the Sheffield Shield
competition. Thus began the second phase of his remarkable cricketing career. He liked
Western Australia so much, and Western Australia liked him so much, that he and his
wife emigrated shortly afterwards. The highlights of his Western Australian career ame
worth noting. In addition to the statistics to which I referred earlier, he took 302 wickets
in Sheffield Shield matches alone. That is a remarkable achievement, shared by few
cricketers in Sheffield Shield competition. Players such as Clarrie Grimett, Carl
Rackeman, Geoff Lawson, Terry Alderman, Chris Matthews and Greg Matthews shame
that honour, and there may be only one or two others. He captained Western Australia
for four seasons and he, along with Barry Shepherd before him, is given credit for
injecting the professionalism and attitude into Western Australian cricket which led to a
remarkably successful couple of decades, in which it achieved enormous success in open
company. The first win in open company for Western Australia was achieved in 1968-69
under Tony Lock's leadership. Western Australia had previously won a shield in
restricted competition in its first year of competition in 1947-48. Tony Lock was one of
the world's best slow bowlers, but he has also been attributed with the attitudes of a fast
bowler. Fast bowlers ame generally said to have 'white line fever" - although that is not
true of them all. That means they are perfect gentlemen and the nicest people one can
imagine off the field, but when they cross the white line and go onto the field their
character changes and they become aggressive, competitive and sometimes slightly
irrational. Tony Lock certainly had the aggression and competitiveness of a fast bowler
and that filtered into the people around him. He is also credited with instilling some of
those fine competitive characteristics into other famous Western Australian cricketers
who played with him in their formative years, such as Dennis Lillee, Rod Marsh, John
Inverarity and Bruce Laird. It may be myth but apparently Tony Lock is credited with
giving Dennis Lillee his nickname, which is FOT. The legend is that one day early in
Dennis Lillee's career as a Sheffield Shield cricketer he had been in the field for a long
time, fielding at fine leg, and he was rather sluggish and lethargic when asked to bowl.
Tony was heard saying to him "get a move on, you flaming old tart", or some variation of
that. Dennis Lillee became known as FOT and I think many people still refer to him by
that nickname.
Towards the end of 'Tony's career and for many years afterwards he put an enormous
amount back into the game, which had served him so well and which he had served so
well. As a junior coach he became a Pied Piper around Western Australia. In schools he

became a very popular and competent coach, and he played a vital role in helping many
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young cricketers to become established in the game. I well remember being involved inquite a few of Tony's visits to schools and districts to conduct coaching clinics. He hasstayed at my home, and I certainly admired his enthusiasm, which was evident well intohis fifties and sixties when he was still coaching, and the rapport he had with anyone withan interest in the game of cricket.
The last three years were very difficult ones for Tony Lock and his family, as he facedaccusations which led to court trials. He was acquitted of these charges and others weredropped. I believe his family have every right to rest easy and be proud of Tony Lock. Isincerely doubt the wisdom involved in pursuing those charges so vigorously under thecircumstances. There is no doubt that the stress and pressure involved contributed to hisillness in the last few years, and possibly to the sudden death of his wife Audrey last year.These unproved accusations, however, must not be allowed to overshadow hismagnificent contribution to cricket in England and Western Australia. Cricket is the bestsport in terms of individual and team challenges and it is the greatest sport I know.Sport, and cricket in particular, is the best vehicle for delivering many health social andeconomic benefits. Tony Lock was the embodiment of these attributes and he willalways be remembered as one of the most skilful players and finest contributors to cricketin this State. Tomorrow he will be buried with a cricket ball in his left hand.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Cheryl Davenport.

MATTER OF PRIVILEGE - CONSIDERATION
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [5.41 pm]: Mr Deputy President, Ihave not done this before. I want to move for the suspension of standing orders so amatter of privilege can be considered. I want to propose the formation of a Committee ofPrivilege.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Derrick Tomlinson): Just as the member isexperiencing something for the first time, so am 1. Let us pause for a moment until I getsome advice.
Tho situation is that Hon Alannah MacTiernan has asked for permission to move asuspension of standing orders so that she can raise a matter of privilege. I have taken theadvice of the Clerk, which is that the member is to state the matter of privilege. If it isruled that it is a matter of privilege, there is an automatic suspension of standing orders. Iask that Hon Alannab MacTiernan indicate to the House what she claims is a matter ofprivilege.
Hon A.J.G. MacTILERNAN: Shall I describe the consequences or the circumstanceleading to the conclusion which I have drawn?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The question we are looking at is dealt with by StandingOrder No 155. The member must demonstrate that the matter she wishes to raisecomplies with the matter of privilege of the House.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Mr Deputy President, may I set out the circumstances andthen draw the conclusion so that we can be quite sure that it fits within the desiredcharacteristisation?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, with the proviso that the explanation should be briefand not a full statement of the matter. At this stage we must determine whether it is amatter of privilege.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Today an answer to a question that I received from theLeader of the House, representing the Premier, appears to have one of two consequences:Either the Leader of the House, in his representative capacity, has misled the Parliamentor an officer of the Supreme Court of Western Australia has lied on oath. This amountsto a very serious charge and it seems to me that this matter should be tested by this place.

Ruling - By Deputy President
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The role of the solicitor is not a matter of privilege
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touching this House; therefore, it is not a matter which can be considered as a breach of
privilege and cannot be referred to a committee of privilege. On the matter of the claim
that the Leader of the House has misled the House in answer to a question, the difference
between giving an answer which is perhaps a wrong answer and misleading the House is
one of intent For the matter to be referred to a committee of privilege, the member must
demonstrate that it was a deliberate - as opposed to an unintended - mistake. If the
member is prepared to pursue the argument that it was a deliberate misleading on the part
of the Leader of the House, the matter can be considered.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It is a very difficult matter for me to decide here. We have
a sworn statement from a solicitor of the Supreme Court setting out the circumstances as
she has outlined them in her affidavit. We have a clear statement from the Premier
talking about those circumstances. There must be some avenue in this place to test the
veracity of those claims. It appears to me that when a matter like this raises questions
about the truthfulness of matters concerned in an affidavit, there must be some capacity
for this House to look at them. I am not an expert on privilege. I am attempting to go
down -this route because it is unfair to the solicitor involved that the only recourse
available is to refer the matter to the police or the Director of Public Prosecutions. This
committee should first investigate this matter.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The sworn statement of the solicitor is not relevant to a
matter of privilege. It could be a matter which could be relevant to another motion which
the member may wish to pursue. It is not relevant to the question of privilege. The
question of privilege hangs upon deliberate intent. Unless the member is prepared to
move that the Leader of the House has deliberately misled the House, it is not a matter of
privilege. It is a matter that the member may deal with in other ways in debate in this
House, but she cannot move that as a matter of privilege unless she is prepared to move
that the Leader of the House has deliberately misled, that there was intent.

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Is it sufficient to allege that, or need I adduce evidence of
that intention?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Derrick Tomlinson): The difficulty Hon Alannali
Macliernan would find in making such an allegation is that if she were not able to prove
the allegations, she would expose herself to a motion of contempt.

Hon AJ.G. MacTIIERNAN: On the basis of your ruling, Mr Deputy President and
because like yourself, or even more so, as I have little experience in this question of
privilege, I will not move for the suspension of standing orders, but will take this up
another way. It is most unfortunate that we do not have the capacity to investigate this
matter in the House when it deals with the answer to a parliamentary question, but that
we must involve outside agencies before we scrutinise this. That is unfortunate for the
individual involved.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I indicated to Hon Alannah MacTiernan that this also was
a first experience for me, and the two of us have some learning to do. I make the point
that Hon Alannah MacTiernan wanted to move on a matter of privilege. All I have said
is that the member cannot move on a matter of privilege unless she is willing and able to
move a statement of deliberate intent. The matter can be discussed in this House and can
be dealt with in other motions, but not a motion of privilege.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [5.53 pm]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment Debate - Easton, Brian Mahon, Premier's Office Inquiry

HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [5.54 pm]: I will use this opportunity
to set out the circumstances which I have referred to in that aborted attempt to have this
dealt with as a matter of privilege. This matter concerns an affidavit that was sworn in
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the Supreme Court by a solicitor in the firm Parker and Parker by the name of CarmelinaGalati. Parker and Parker were acting on behalf of West Australian Newspapers Ltd in adefamation action against Brian Mahon Easton. I want to make it clear to the House thatour concerns amount to allegations of impropriety on behalf of staff of the Premier'soffice and another unnamed Minister that are contained in that affidavit. They do notrelate to the affairs generally of Mr Brian Mahon Easton, which are matters that areproperly before the court and about which we do not express any opinion whatever.
This affidavit was presented to court in an effort by the solicitors to show to the courtwhy they were not able until the eleventh hour in this defamation matter to change theirdefence of the matter from one of general denial to that of bad character. Basically thethrust of the argument contained in the affidavit is that they were receiving informationfrom the Premier's office and also from the office of another Minister. Ms Galati sets outa timetable of series of incidents where she was variously approached by members of thePremier's office and by officers of this other unnamed Minister, and details thediscussions that went on. These are all crucial to the defence. Very detailed allegationsare made, although they are not made in the tenor of allegations. That is a term that Idraw, because I believe that the conduct described therein is conduct that isreprehensible.
Paragraph 14 of the affidavit states -

On 17 November 1993 1 received a telephone call from an individual at thePremier's Office (the Representative). I was informed that the Premier's Officewas aware of the action commenced by the plaintiff -
That is Mr Eas ton -

- against the defendant -

That is West Australian Newspapers Ltd -
- and the Premier's Office was conducting more general investigations of theplaintiff including allegations of general misconduct. I was advised that I wouldbe contacted in a few days to arrange a meeting with the Premier's Office.

That is an explicit set of statements about the conduct of a member of the Premier'soffice who had initiated a contact with her, who had told her that the Premier's office wasengaged in a general investigation of Mr Easton, including general allegations ofmisconduct and that this officer would be in further contact with Ms Galati in a few daysto arrange a meeting. On the basis of that I asked a series of questions in the House. Asmembers will be aware, we had some difficulty getting an answer, but today we did getan answer. I asked a question basically drawn from the terms of paragraph 14 ofMs Galati's affidavit. To make sure that this is clearly understood the wording of thisquestion was -

(1) Did a member of the Premier's staff telephone solicitor Ms Carmelina
Galati on 17 November 1993 to advise her of the following -
(a) That the Premier's office was aware of the action commenced byMr Brian Mahon Easton against West Australian Newspapers Ltd;
(b) That the Premier's office was conducting more generalinvestigations on Mr Easton, including allegations of general

misconduct;
(c) That Ms Galati would be contacted by the Premier's office a few

days hence to arrange a meeting?
The answer to that is no. Only two conclusions can be draw from this: That thePremier's answer is wrong and the Premier has misled the House; or that Ms Galati hasperjured herself in the preparation of this affidavit. I have a personal opinion aboutwhich of those options is most likely. On the face of it, if we are to accept the truth ofthe Premier's statement that raises prima facie a case of perjury against Ms Galati. I feelsorry for Ms Galati, and it is not our intention to go after Ms Galati; it is our intention to
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get to the bottom of the conduct of the officers in the Premier's office and the office of
this other unnamed Minister. It is grossly improper that taxpayers' resources have been
used in mounting a general investigation, including an investigation of general
misconduct against any private citizen. The Premier gave a misleading answer yesterday.
If one accepts the tenor of Ms Galati's affidavit the contact was initiated by the Premier's
office, a very general investigation was under way, and there was a desire and
preparedness for this material to be systematically fed to Ms Galati.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Who are the solicitors for Mr Easton?

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It does not appear on this affidavit.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Who filed it?

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: It was filed by Parker and Parker, the solicitor for West
Australian Newspapers Ltd.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: So you have no idea who Mr Easton's lawyers are'?

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: There is nothing in this affidavit, but I know that on some
matters, from documents I have seen, he has been represented by Mark McAuliffe. I am
not sure if he is the solicitor representing Mr Easton in this regard. I can assure Hon Ross
Lightfoot, who has something of an obsession about this, that as far as I know Dwyer
Durack has no involvement in the matter.

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I have an inquisitive mind.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Perhaps Hon Alannah MacTiemnan will inform the Chair
rather than Hon Ross Lightfoot.

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Premier's answer to the question yesterday is
misleading, although there is scope for matters of interpretation in that. The answer to
the question today leaves us with only two options: Either the Premier is lying or Ms
Galati has petjured herself.

It was my hope that we would be able to deal with this matter in-house. If we are unable
to do so - and I will seek further advice from the Clerk regarding the options available to
us - I will have no alternative but to refer the matter either to the police or to the Director
of Public Prosecutions. Although I hope that Ms Galati is cleared, we cannot leave this
mnatter unresolved. I hope that the investigation of Ms Galati will show what we believe
is the case; that is, she has told the truth, and that it is the Premier who has misled the
Parliament. It is clear from this affidavit that at some point the Premier's office, or this
other unnamed Minister's office, got cold feet during the process. They began to realise
that what they were doing was inappropriate; that the launching of an investigation using
taxpayers' money in order to assist a private litigant is not on. I do not blame the
solicitors or The West Australian for getting information. Our concern lies foursquare
with the conduct of the Premier and the unnamed Minister. That is an issue that we will
pursue.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [6.02 pm]: Prior
to the adjournment date Hon Alannah MacTiernan attempted to suspend standing orders
to enable her to move a motion seeking to establish a committee of privilege to inquire
into matters that the member did not describe at the time but has since referred to in this
debate. Following advice tendered by you, Mr Deputy President, (Hon Derrick
Tomlinson), Hon Alannah MacTiernan indicated she would not continue with that course
of action. She has now outlined, in part, during this debate some of the circumstances
she would have submitted were sufficient to establish a privileges committee.

First, Hon Alannah MacTiernan has acknowledged that I acted in a representative
capacity when I provided this House with answers to certain questions. I refer in
particular to question without notice 81, asked yesterday, and the answer I provided in a

representatecpct;adaqeto se oa in rspect ofsilamterowhcI roview el loi reentiv caaiy hepito my speakn ttistgei t idcae lal to teHuehaatnti e i om a inen to milad the
H ou e. Th t i po ta t oin n ed to be pu o th rec r i m a tely. Co m ileay the
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information I provided to the House has been provided to me. I accepted that
information in good faith, and passed it to Hon Alannah Mac~ieran.
Hon AJ.G. MacTieman: I accept that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thank the member for that comment. We both acknowledge
that to be the point. However, given the matters raised by Hon Alannah MacTiernan, it is
an issue that will require further investigation. Opportunities are available in this House
for us to investigate the matter further. Perhaps we could discuss those next week, on
Tuesday. Whether a privileges committee is necessary remains to be seen. Perhaps the
matter can be addressed further by substantive motion. I assume that Hon Alannah
MacTiernan has a copy of the affidavit -

Hon AJ.G. Macternan: Yes.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have not seen a copy. At the moment my overall information in
respect of the questions the member raised is somewhat limited. It is limited to the extent
of the answers that I have provided. The standing orders of this House provide adequate
opportunity for the matter to receive any further attention that is deemed necessary by the
House. I am happy for the matter to be the subject of consideration next week.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 6.06 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
AMOEBIC MENINGITIS - CAMPAIGN

4. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:
With all indications that Western Australia is in for a long hot summer -

(1) Will the inister indicate whether the Government will continue with its
campaign of concern over amoebic meningitis?

(2) If yes, will the requirement to flush the household mains as a precaution
contravene the Government's policy on reducing water consumption?

(3) If yes to (1), when will the Minister commence the campaign?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) There is no requirement to flush household mains as the amoeba

multiplies in water bodies that are warm. Underground water mains are
usually too cool for the organism's rapid multiplication.

(3) The amoebic meningitis campaign is ongoing. The Health Department of
Western Australia issues statements to the media alerting members of the
public of potentially hazardous weather conditions whenever necessary.
The department also produces informnation pamphlets about amoebic
meningitis. These are available at any local government office or by
contacting the environmental health service.

CALM - NELSON LOCATION 11988, PINE PLANTATION OWNERSHIP;
KIN KIN CPT 9

45. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Does the Department of Conservation and Land Management own a pine

plantation on Nelson Location 11988 Cutting Road, Manjimup?
(2) Is it named Kin Kin Plantation Number 8?
(3) When was it given this name?
(4) Does it have a sign on the block stating that it is Kin Kin Number 8?
(5) If no, has it ever had such a sign?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No, Kin Kin Cpt 9.
(3) Based on current knowledge, it has never had this name.
(4) No, Kin Kin Cpt 9.
(5) No, based on current knowledge.

TRAINING, DEPARTMENT OF - REDUNDANCIES ACCEPTED
61. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Employment and Training:

How many people have accepted redundancy positions within the Department of
Training since 1 June 1994?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
Nineteen.

TRAINING, DEPARTMENT OF - COURSES PUT OUT TO TENDER
80. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Employment and Training:

(1) What courses "controlled" by the Department of Training have been put
out to tender since August 1994?
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(2) What courses went to private providers?
(3) Who were the successful tenderers and what was the successful tender

price?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) The answer was tabled.
[See paper No 255.]

LABOUR REGULATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE - LOCATION; STAFF
90. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) Where is the Labour Regulations Review Committee based?
(2) How long has the committee been based at this location?
(3) What full time staff are associated with this review?
(4) What are the Public Service levels at which each of these officers are

engaged?
(5) Who is the chairman of the committee?
(6) What are the terms of reference for the committee?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) There is not in existence a body or group of persons known as the Labour

Regulations Review Committee.
(2)-(6) Not applicable.

TAFE - STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND "RETURN TO INDUSTRY" PROGRAMS
253. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the Minister or the Education Department ensured ongoing provision
for technical and further education staff development and "return to
industry" programs?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) If so, how has the Minister achieved this?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Funding for TAFE staff development has been maintained and programs

are offered to all staff through the department's professional and career
development unit and through college based programs. Return to industry
opportunities are offered to all lecturing staff in TAFE metropolitan and
regional colleges.

TAFE - LECTURERS, CAREER PATHS ESTABLISHMENT
254. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the Minister or the Education Department established and maintained
career paths for technical and further education lectures based on skills
acquisition and performance in his term of office?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) The career paths for TAFE lecturers contained in the Teachers (Public

Sector Technical and Further Education) Award 1993 have not been
varied during my term of office. More broadly, TAPE lecturers are
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eligible to apply for positions in the public sector should they meet the
criteria.

(2) Not applicable.
MIGRANTS - SKILLS AND QUALIFCATIONS, PROBLEMS INQUIRY

321. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has the Minister or the Education Department undertaken investigation

into the difficulties experienced by many adult migrants in gaining
appropriate recognition for their skills and qualifications?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) If so, what are the results of the investigations and how does the Minister

intend to act upon this to overcome difficulties experienced by adult
migrants?

Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(3) The overseas qualification unit of the Department of Training provides the

secretariat for the overseas qualifications network, comprising
representatives from service and community agencies assisting overseas
trained people. The OQN meets regularly to discuss issues related to the
recognition of migrant skills, identifies barriers and ultimately strategies
which will minimise these barriers. Migrants with more specific needs are
referred back to the OQU for targeted assistance in skills and
qualifications assessment and validation.

HOSPITALS - GERALDTON REGIONAL
Mental Health Patients, Admissions

380. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for the Environment representing the
Minister for Health:
(1) Does the Geraldton Regional Hospital admit mental health patients?
(2) What is the Health Department of Western Australia's policy for mental

health patients in the mid west who require admittance to hospital?
(3) If patients present with serious mental health problems, including suicidal

tendencies, and are not admitted to (3eraldton Regional Hospital, what
other options exists for -
(a) male patients; and
(b) female patients?

(4) If patients are referred to other establishments, are staff at these
establishments suitably qualified to dress wounds, counsel, administer
medication and injections?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) Yes. Mental health patients are admitted to Geraldton Regional Hospital

at the request of a medical practitioner, as are all other patients.
(3) Not applicable. Arrangements would be made for such patients to be

admitted to Geraldton Regional Hospital.
(4) Not applicable.

HOSPITALS - GERALDTON REGIONAL
Rape Victirn, Refuised Admittance

381. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for the Environment representing the
Minister for Health:
(1) Have rape victims been refused admittance to Geraldton Regional

Hospital on the basis that their injury was not within the acute criteria for
admittance?
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(2) If so, to which establishments have rape victims been referred?
(3) If rape victims have been referred to other establishments, are staff at

these establishments suitably qualified to dress wounds, counsel,
administer medication and injections?

(4) Are staff at establishments referred to in part (3) above trained in other
aspects of treating rape victims, including the means of protecting
themselves from infection?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Not to my knowledge. Rape victims are admitted to Geraldton Regional

Hospital at the request of medical practitioners, as are all other patients
who need inpatient care/observation.

(2) Not applicable.
BUNBURY BETTER CITY PROJECT - SEWERAGE EXPENDITURE

384. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) When completed, what will be the total amount spent on the sewerage

component of the Bunbury Better City project?
(2) What proportion of this was provided by the -

(a) Commonwealth Government;
(b) State Government; and
(c) Water Authority of Western Australia?

(3) How will the Water Authority of Western Australia raise its contribution?
(4) What effect will it have on sewerage rates for Bunbury ratepayers?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Current total estimated cost of the sewerage component expended by the

Water Authority on the Building Better Cities project is $12 351 000.
(2) (a) $7 540 000

(b) Zero
(c) $4811000.

(3) Funded out of Water Authority capital replacement account.
(4) Each sewerage scheme operated by the authority has sewerage rates

calculated to recover expenditure on capital investments and operating
costs over time. Rates are adjusted through a phasing in approach if
revenue does not meet the costs. The effect of these capital works for the
sewerage rates in Bunbury has not yet been determined.

WATER RESOURCES - GREENBUSHES TOWN WATER SUPPLY
Water Transfer by Gwalia Consolidated Ltd and WA WA; Safe to Drink

393. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Did Gwalia Consolidated Ltd, at its Greenbushes Minesite, in conjunction

with the Western Australian Water Authority organise to pump 40000
tonnes of water from Cowan Brook/Southampton Dams into Dumpling
Gully Dam, which is the water supply used for the town of Greenbushes?

(2) If yes -
(a) what other government bodies were involved in organising the

(b)
(c)

transfer of water
for what reasons did these bodies decide to transfer the water, and
when did this operation of transferring water cease?
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(3) Why did the transfer of water cease?
(4) Were water samples taken from Cowan Brook Dam/Augmented Darn and

Greenbushes town water supply on 16 February 1995 and used for
analysis?

(5) If yes -
(a) what levels of lithium were found in Cowan Brook Darn; and
(b) what levels of lithium were found in the Greenbushes town water

supply?
(6) Are there toxicology guidelines as to the dangers of lithium and lithium

compounds in drinking water?
(7) If yes, what are they?
(8) If not, what tests are being done to analyse the possible effects of lithium

and lithium compounds on people drinking water with levels of lithium
present?

(9) Is Greenbushes town water supply safe to drink?
(10) If yes, will the Minister and/or the Western Australian Water Authority

guarantee that water from the town's water supply is safe to drink?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) None.

(b) To avoid a shortage of water in the water supply dam.
(c) 23 February after a short period of transfer for about 1 000 Id.

(3) Due to concern being expressed by a consumer over lithium being present
in the water.

(4) Yes.
(5) (a) 0.85 rng/

(b) 0.046 mg/I at two sampling points.
(6) National Health and Medical Research Council Guidelines for Drinking

Water 1987 and draft of 1994 state that lithium and lithium compounds
pose no risk to health.

(7) Not applicable.
(8) None, since lithium and lithium compounds pose no risk to health.

Amount of lithium contained in drinking water is small compared to the
amount contained in some food and pharmaceuticals.

(9)-(10)
Yes.

TOBACCO - COMPLAINTS OF ILLEGAL ADVERTISING, FREMANTLE AREA
394. Hon JLA. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment representing the Minister

for Health:
(1) Has the Minister for Health, or his department, received any complaints of

alleged illegal advertising of tobacco products in the Fremantle area?
(2) (a) have the following stores complied with the regulations on the

advertising of tobacco products -

-0) Ampol. 176 Canning Highway Fremantle;
(ii) Shell, Car Hampton Rd and South Street Fremantle;
(iii) BP, 85 Queen Street Fremantle;
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(iv) Caltex, Woolstores Shopping Centre Fremantle;

(v) Woolstores Newsagency, Woolstores Shopping Centre
Fremantle;

(vi) Fremantle Rail Station Kiosk, Fremantle;
(vii) Mama's Deli, Market Street Fremantle;
(viii) Interfoods, South Terrace Fremantle;

(ix) Lucky Terrace News, South Terrace Fremantle;

(x) FC's Cafe, William Street, Fremantle;
(xi) Queensgate Gourmet, Queensgate Mall Fremantle;
(xii) Flutters, 60 Adelaide Street Fremantle; and

(xiii) Somes News, High Street Fremantle?
(b) if not, what action will be taken against them?

(3) Is it correct that many tobacco outlets in Western Australia are displaying
tobacco advertising?

(4) If yes, what does the department plan to do to prevent this occurring?

(5) If no, can the Minister provide a list of all those commercial businesses
that have been prosecuted or who have had action taken against them in
this financial year?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes, although not this calendar year.
(2) (a) Unknown.

(b) An officer of the Health Department will visit each of these outlets
to assess whether any of them are displaying tobacco advertising
that does not comply with the Tobacco Control Act 1990 or its
regulations.

(3) Any tobacco retail outlet is permitted to display exempt point of sale
advertising, provided that such advertising complies with regulations
under the Tobacco Control Act 1990.

(4) Not applicable.
(5) In this financial year there have been no prosecutions of retailers relating

to tobacco advertising. Tobacco retailers are regularly advised by the
Health Department of their responsibilities regarding the display of
exempt point of sale tobacco advertising.

PASTORAL LAND - FREEHOLD TITLE; PERPETUAL LEASES
Native Title Claimis Determination; Pastoral Lease Tenure, Public Review

395. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Does the Government intend to grant freehold tidle or perpetual tenure to

pastoral leaseholders?
(2) If yes how does the Government justify giving away nearly 40 per cent of

the State to 400 wealthy people, including foreign landlords?
(3) Can the Minister identify the foreign leaseholders who will benefit from

the granting of freehold pastoral leases?
(4) If not, why not?
(5) Why does the Government not grant native tidle to Aboriginal people in

Western Australia?
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(6) Will the Government's proposals for pastoral land tenure be available for
public review before they are drafted into Legislation?

(7) If not, why not?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The Government favours perpetual leases and has no intention of granting

freehold title over pastoral leases. However, the general issue of pastoral
lease tenure is now being reconsidered following the High Court's
decision of 16 March 1995 regarding native title.

(2)-(4) Not applicable.
(5) As a consequence of the High Court decision of 16 March 1995, native

title claims in Western Australia are determined under the provision of the
Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993.

(6)-(7) Proposals for pastoral lease tenure are presently being drafted as part of
the Land Administration Bill. No public review was considered necessary
because -

the proposals had been taken from previous pastoral lease tenure
Bills;
the Pastoralists and Graziers Association supported the proposals;
and
individual pastoralists were advised of the proposals as per the
attached brochure. [See paper No 253.]

NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF AUSTRALIA'S
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY - WESTERN AUSTRALIA'S RESPONSE

402. Hon L.A. S COTT to the Minister for the Environment:
As a national strategy for conservation of Australia's biodiversity has been
formulated, and Western Australia is the only State which has yet to sign an
agreement for this strategy, would the Minister explain why this is so and what
plans the Government has to sign/agree to this strategy?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The question of endorsement of the draft national strategy for the conservation of
Australia's biological diversity is a matter I will be taking to Cabinet The timing
and nature of Western Australia's response will be determined by the need to give
proper consideration to the strategy and its implications for the State.

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - PROGRAMS MEETING NEEDS OF
ABORIGINES

423. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Commerce and Trade:
(1) Which departments and agencies within the Minister for Commerce and

Trade's portfolio areas have programs aimed at delivering services or
other government activity to meet the needs and interests of Aboriginal
people in Western Australia?

(2) What funds have been allocated within the 1994-95 financial year for
specific use by each of these departments or agencies within the
Minister's portfolio area to deliver programs that target the needs of
Aboriginal people?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -

Department of Commerce and Trade:
(1) Department of Commerce and Trade.
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(2) The department funds the Aboriginal Economic Development Office. The
1994-95 Budget provided $833 000 for AEDO's activities. AEDO's
primary role is to assist in the evaluation and development of viable
Aboriginal owned enterprises, and to foster the economic aspirations of
Aboriginal people in Western Australia.
In addition, the department acts as a managing agent for ATSIC business
programs. Costs of program delivery to Aboriginal people are paid to the
business enterprise centres and other professional contractors associated
with program delivery, assessment and evaluation.

Small Business Development Corporation:

(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.

Perth International Centre for Application of Solar Energy

(1) Perth International Centre for Application of Solar Energy.

(2) It is anticipated at least one project definition mission will be undertaken
at an estimated cost of $2 000.

Gascoyne Development Commission:

(1) Gascoyne Development Commission.

(2) The GDC program is entitled economic and social development of the
Gascoyne region. As 8 per cent of the region's population is Aboriginal it
is apparent that the commission program delivers a service to these
people. In the 1994-95 program statement there is no specific allocation
to deliver a specific program that targets the needs of Aboriginal people.

Goldfields-Esperance Development Commission:

(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.

Great Southern Development Commission
(1) Great Southern Development Commission.

(2) The GSDC has secured funding through the Aboriginal Affairs Authority.
An amount of $15 856 has been allocated this financial year.

Kimberley Development Commission:
(1) Kimberley Development Commission.

(2) The KDC economic and social development program is in part aimed at
delivering services to meet the needs of Aboriginal people in WA.
Funding allocation is not specific to Aboriginal people.

Mid West Development Commission:
(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.

Peel Development Commission:
(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.

Pilbara Development Commission:
(1) Pilbara Development Commission.

(2) The PDC community planning program is aimed at delivering services to
meet the needs of Aboriginal people in Western Australia. An amount of
$55 000 plus officer time has been allocated this financial year.

South West Development Commission:
(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.

Wheatbelt Development Commission:
(1)-(2) No funds have been allocated to Aboriginal groups.
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MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - SAVINGS IN EXPEND17TURE AREAS
463. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for Commerce and Trade:
(1) What departments and agencies within the Minister for Commerce and

Trade's portfolio areas have effected savings to government in areas of
expenditure since February 1993?

(2) What was the precise cash value of savings involved?
(3) What policy change brought about these savings?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -
Department of Commerce and Trade:
(1) Department of Commerce and Trade.
(2) $1 880 398.
(3) Savings did not result from policy change. The Department of Commerce

and Trade is financed through a trust account at Treasury. The difference
between the amount appropriated to the department and the amountactually drawn into the trust fund represents savings to government.

Small Business Development Corporation:
(1) Small Business Development Corporation.
(2) $148 376.
(3) Change to the method of delivering small business services to regional

areas.
Perth International Centre for Application of Solar Energy
(1) Perth International Centre for Application of Solar Energy was established

in July 1994. No savings have been achieved.
(2)-(3) Nil.
Gascoyne Development Commission:
(1) No savings have been achieved.
(2)-(3) Nil.
Goldields-Esperance Development Commission:
(1) The Goldfields-Esperance Development Commission has reduced its

reliance on external consultants, and reduced by one its administration
staff, but savings generated have been diverted to projects and one
additional project staff employee.

(2)-(3) Nil.
Great Southern Development Commission:
(1) Great Southern Development Commission.
(2) $5 771 pa.
(3) The GSDC adopted a policy of not maintaining a computer maintenance

agreement.
Kimberley Development Commission:
(1) No savings have been achieved.
(2)-(3) Nil.
Mid West Development Commission:
(1) No savings have been achieved
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(2)-(3) Nil.
Peel Development Commission:
(1) No savings have been achieved.
(2)-(3) Nil
Pilbara Development Commission:

(1) No savings have been achieved.

(2)-(3) Nil.
South West Development Commission:
(1) South West Development Commission.

(2) 4 FTEs and $214 000.
(3) Closure of the South West ministry.

Wheatbelt Development Commission:
(1) No savings have been achieved.
(2)-(3) Nil.

MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS - SAVINGS IN EXPENDIURE AREAS

469. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Mines:

(1) What departments and agencies within the Minister's portfolio areas have
effected savings to government in areas of expenditure since February
1993?

(2) What was the precise cash value of savings involved?

(3) What policy change brought about these savings?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
Department of Land Administration:

(1) Department of Land Administration.

(2) For 1993-94, cash value is $180 000.
For 1994-95, cash value is $1 .06m.
For ongoing years, cash value is $1 .6m.

(3) Public sector reform.

Department of Minerals and Energy:

(1) The expenditure budget for the Department of Minerals and Energy was
increased in 1993-94. The 1994-95 budget expenditure was $3.2m,
5.8 per cent above 1993-94 expenditure. The increased appropriation was
for the provision of additional tenement and geoscientific information and
services to the mineral and petroleum industries in line with the
Government's stated policy of seeking to stimulate growth in this sector of
the economy.

(2)-(3) Not applicable.
Western Australian Land Authority:
(1) LandCorp.

(2) $999 000 to operating expenditure - excludes Arena trading losses -

interest, etc.

(3) Downsizing of operations.
Staff reduction from 83 to 42..
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WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - BOOKLET COST
545. Hon AJOG. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment representing the

Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) How much did the booklet for workplace agreements cost to produce?
(2) Who produced the booklet?
(3) Was the print job put out to tender?
(4) If yes -

(a) when was it advertised; and
(b) how many companies responded?

(5) What criteria were used to select the printer?
(6) Who is the booklet being sent to?
(7) What is the postage bill for the mailing out of the booklet?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The Minister for Labour Relations has provided the following reply -
(1) The cost of production was $3 042.
(2) Writing and editing was done by the Department of Productivity and

Labour Relations. Design and layout, illustrations, photographic scans
and negatives were produced by Design Graphic Management, and
printing was done by West Coast Print.

(3) Quotes were requested and received from four printers.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) Price.
(6) The booklet is sent to anyone who asks for it.
(7) The mailing cost is impossible to calculate because the booklet is usually

distributed as part of a large information pack and is mailed with daily
departmental mail.

FERAL ANIMALS - HUMANE ERADICATION METHODS, RESEARCH
PROGRAMS FUNDING

549. Hon NJ). GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:
Since 16 February 1993 what research programs, if any, have been funded to
develop humane methods for eradicating feral animals?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The Western Australian Government is a major partner in a revolutionary
program of research to control feral pests by developing species specific viruses
that cause sterility. This research is funded through a cooperative research centre
involving the Western Australian Department of Conservation and Land
Management and the Western Australian Agriculture Protection Board, as well as
CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology and the Australian National University.
This State contributes over $lm in salaries and operating costs for this research
each year (CALM 1992-93, $557 707; 1993-94, $536 68 1. APB approximately
$5 10 000 each year.)
The research program is focused initially on producing viruses specific to foxes
and rabbits that will cause infected animals to set up an immune response to the
reproductive proteins of their own species. The viruses will not kill but will
spread through the pest populations, making the individual foxes and rabbits
sterile and thus causing numbers to drop below the levels at which these two
species produce significant economic and environmental damage. There are long
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term plans to extend this research to other introduced species, such as mice and
feral cats.
CALM - ABORIGINAL MANAGEMENT OF SENSITIVE ARID AREAS

550. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

Since 16 February 1993 what measures have been undertaken to bring about
Aboriginal management of environmentally sensitive arid areas in Western
Australia?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

Aboriginal people have been consulted by CALM and involved in the
management of remote arid conservation reserves for many years. In particular,
Aboriginal people have been involved in research and experimentation regarding
use of fire and species recovery programs in sensitive arid areas managed by
CALM.

CALM - "FACTS ABOUT WA FORESTS", COST

554. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) What was the total cost of the production and distribution of the
document entitled "Facts about WA Forests", Department of Conservation
and Land Management?

(2) What was the cost of the document?

(3) What was the cost of the distribution of the document?

(4) To whom was the document distributed?

(5) By whom was it distributed?
(6) Who printed the document?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

(1)-(3) 1 refer the member to the answer to question 1444 of 1994. Cost of
printing a first run of 50 000 copies was $5 683 and the cost of reprinting
a further 150 000 copies was $15 090. Distribution costs of the first run
were $1 707.85 plus other minor distribution costs. Distribution costs for
the reprint were $19 226.50.

(4) CALM offices; residents in and around Manjimup, Pemberton,
Northcliffe, Walpole, Bridgetown, Greenbushes, Nannup, Balingup,
Donnybrook, Denmark, Albany; to the readers of the Post newspapers and
the Fremantle Gazette Community newspaper, the general public on
request; and, on request, the Forest Protection Society and members of the
Forest Industries Federation of Western Australia.

(5) CALM, Australia Post, the Post newspapers and the Fremiantle Gazette
Community newspaper.

(6) Picton Press.
STRATA TITLES AMENDMENT BILL - NEW BILL

556. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Lands:

(1) In the light of the Legislation Committee's recommendations with respect
to the Strata Titles Amendment Bill 1994 that, given the extensive
amendments required, the current Bill be withdrawn and the suggested
amendments be incorporated in a new consolidated Bill to be presented to
the House, and concern expressed by the Real Estate Institute of Western
Australia as to the progress of legislative provisions to amend the Strata
Titles Act, will the Minister withdraw the Bill currently before the House
and present a new consolidated Bill in line with the Legislation
Committee's recommendations?
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(2) If so, when?
(3) If not, why not.
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The Strata Titles Amendment Bill 1994 lapsed on prorogation of

Parliament and therefore will not be withdrawn. I will present a new
consolidated Bill substantially in line with the Legislation Committee's
recommendations.

(2), May 1995.
(3) Not applicable.

CALM - ANNUAL REPORT, COST
561. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Who printed the annual report July 1993 to June 1994 of the Department
of Conservation and Land Management?

(2) What was the printer's price?
(3) Was the printing put out to tender?
(4) What was the tendering process?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The member's question is the same as that asked by him in question 1591 of
1994. The answer given remains current.

CALM - SUPREME COURT CHALLENGE, COST
563. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

What was the cost to the Department of Conservation and Land Management ofthe Supreme Court challenge by the South West Forests Defence Foundation tothe implementation of the management plan for timber harvesting?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The member's question is the same as that asked by him numbered 1593 of 1994.The answer remains current in respect of the original action. However, an appeallodged by the South West Forests Defetice Foundation to the Full Court hasrecently been dismissed. Legal costs of the appeal will exceed $6 000.

CALM - EAGLE AIRCRAFT'
564. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

As at 24 November 1994 how many of the six Eagle aircraft referred to on page 3of the Department of Conservation and Land Management's annual report July1993 to June 1994 were operational for the purpose of active fret surveillance in
Western Australia?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The question asked by the member is the same as that asked by him numbered
1594 of 1994. The answer given remains current.

CALM - ALBANY PLANTATION FOREST COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA PTY
LID, PARTNERSHIP

565. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) What are the termis of the partnership agreement between the Department

of Conservation and Land Management and the Albany Plantation Forest
Company of Australia Pty Ltd referred to on page 3 of the Department of
Conservation and Land Managements annual report July 1993 to June
1994?
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(2) Will the Minister table the contractual documents?
(3) If not, why not?
The question asked by the member is the same as that asked by him numbered
1595 of 1994. The answer given remains current.

CALM - HANSOL FOREST PRODUCTS OF KOREA, PARTNERSHIP

566. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) What are the terms of the partnership agreement between the Department
of Conservation and Land Management and the Hansol Forest Products of
Korea referred to on page 3 in the Department of Conservation and Land
Management's annual report July 1993 to June 1994?

(2) Will the Minister table the contractual documents?

(3) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The question asked by the member is the same as that asked by him numbered
1596 of 1994. The answer given remains current.

CALM - "CALMSCIENCE', COST

568. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Who has the contract to print "CALMScience"?
(2) What is the value of the contract this financial year to print

"CALMScience"?
(3) Was the printing of "CALMScience' put out to tender?

(4) What was the tendering process?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) There is no overall contract to print "CALMScience". Each individual

edition and supplement is treated as a separate job. Detailed specifications
for each job are prepared. Quotes are then sought from three printers with
proven capabilities to complete the job to the specifications and required
standards. The job is then awarded on the basis of price.

(2) Not awarded on an annual basis, but on an edition by edition basis. The
printer's price for printing the January 1995 edition (Vol 1, No 3) was
$4 746.

(3) Three quotes were sought. See (1).
(4) See (1).

BECU, JOHN - SPRIOG, TREVOR
Workplace Agreements Tabling

571. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment representing the
Minister for Labour Relations:

With respect to question on notice 1761 asked on 13 December 1994 to which a
reply was provided in the following terms -

(1) John Becu is on secondnment to the Department of Productivity and
Labour Relations from the Department of Training. He has been
paid as a level 5 public servant and to date has received a total of
$16 414.70. Mr Becu's workplace agreement provides for a level
6 salary and this will be effected in the pay period of 29 December
1994.
Trevor Sprigg has been engaged on a contract of employment, with
his salary being the equivalent to a level 5 public servant, and to
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date has received a total of $10 691.40. He has also been
reimbursed for use of his private motor vehicle and had received a
total of $416.93.

(2) Both ame currently engaged under individual workplace
agreements.

(3)-(4) 1 table both agreements.
(5) Not applicable.

Will the Minister table the agreements?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I table the agreements referred to in question 1761. [See paper No 254.]

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - FUNCTIONS WHOLLY
OR PARTLY PRIVATISED

576. Hon N.D. GRUIFFTHS to the Minister for Mines:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December
1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public
sector?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - FUNCTIONS WHOLLY
OR PARTLY PRIVATISED

577. Hon N.D. GRIFFITS to the Minister for Lands:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department - .
(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December

1994?
(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public

sector?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - FUNCTIONS WHOLLY
OR PARTLY PRIVATISED

585. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Water Resources:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -
(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December

1994?
(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public

sector?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) No function has been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December 1994.

Expressions of interest were advertised on 25 February 1995 for the
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contracting'Out of the operations and maintenance functions in the
metropolitan area. Tender(s) are expected to be awarded in early June.
Tenders have been let for the management of the authority's passenger
and plant fleet. It is expected that the tender will be awarded in the next
couple of weeks.

(2) Nil.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - FUNCTIONS WHOLLY

OR PARTLY PRIVATISED
593. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for Commerce and Trade:
With respect to the Minister for Commerce and Trade's department and each of
the bodies administered within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December
1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public
sector?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -

Department of Commerce and Trade:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - COMMERCE AND TRADE
Credit Cards

731. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Commerce and Trade:
(1) With reference to the Minister for Commerce and Trade's ministerial

office, how many credit cards are utilised by the Minister or the staff to
cover items of ministerial expense?

(2) From what financial institution have these credit cards been issued?
(3) Which officers, other than the Minister, are authorised to utilise these

credit cards and incur expense?
(4) What guidelines govern the use of these credit cards?
(5) Is there a maximum amount for an individual purchase that can be paid by

utilising these credit cards?
(6) What was the total expenditure incurred on credit cards from the

Minister's ministerial office for -
(i) 1993-94; and
(ii) July 1994 to 28 March 1995?

Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -

(1) Seven (including the Deputy Premier).
(2) Westpac Mastercard.
(3) Geoff Wiltshire Principal Private Secretary

Barry Calderbank Principal Policy Officer
Sandra Krupa Principal Policy Officer
Joy Shadbolt Executive Officer
Peter Jackson Media Secretary
Lee Mlackin Policy Officer
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(4) Copy of guidelines tabled. [See paper No 256.]
(5) No maximum amount for an individual purchase as long as it is within the

total limit of the card.
(6) (i) $25 350.95

(ii) $24 779.49
STATE TRAINING, DEPARTMENT OF - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY

OF PERFORMING ARTS, FUNDING
791. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts now regarded as a
multisector institution and eligible to receive funding from the Department
of State Training?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) The Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts presently receives

support for its state courses directly through the Minister for Education
and Treasury. The academy has received some supplementary funding
through the Australian National Training Authority via the Western
Australian Department of Training. For the current budget the academy is
seen as being outside the Department of Training responsibility for its
state budget. It is foreshadowed that for the 1996 budget the academy will
operate through the Western Australian Department of Training.

ERITREA - TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
1024. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for Commerce and Trade:
(1) Has the State Government been advised of the special opportunities that

exist for.trade between Australia and the new African state of Eritrea?
(2) What steps will the State Government be taking to ensure that Western

Australian industry is encouraged and assisted to participate with the
Eritrean Government in the trade opportunities that will flow from the
economic development of that country?

Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -
(1) The Department of Commerce and Trade has prepared briefing notes for

the Premier's meeting with Mr Fessehale Abraham, Ambassador of
Eritrea in March 1995. Limited economic opportunities were identified at
that time because of the poor state of the Eritrean economy.

(2) Companies interested in contributing to the development of Eritrea will be
encouraged to approach AusAID and other multilateral aid donors for
details of any aid funded projects.

COMMERCAL TENANCY ACT - REVIEW REPORT
1090. Hon N.D. GRIFTHS to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Has the Minister now received the final report on the review of the
Commercial Tenancy Act?

(2) Has the Minister considered the report?
(3) Will the report be made public?
(4) If so, when?
(5) If not, why not?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) Yes.
(3) No, it is a report on consultation with the key stakeholders.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) Details of the Government's decision will be available when amendments

are submitted to Parliament later this year.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT - OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS,
LEGISLATION

1094. Hon NJ). GRIffITHS to the Minister for the Arts:
Since question on notice No 362 of 1994 was answered, what steps have been
undertaken to formulate a scheme for legislation to ensure that -
(1) proper records management is set up so that government documents are

collected and assessed for their archival value; and
(2) when collected they are maintained by an independent state archivist?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Cabinet has endorsed the drafting of new legislation for public records

management, collection and retention. This was preceded by the release
of a discussion paper, analysis of responses and consideration of options.

(2) The model allows for the creation of a public records commission setting
standards and reporting to Parliament on the adherence to those standards
and legislation. The commission will be separate from the body which
has day to day control of the archives, thus ensuring the quality of records
management in the public sector can be improved as a separate exercise
from that of the audit function.

WATER AUTHORITY - COLLIE BURN AND CARDIFF WATER SUPPLY
CRISIS

1107. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) What measures has the Western Australian Water Authority put forward

to solve the water supply crisis for the people of Collie Burn and Cardiff?
(2) When will these measures be acted upon?
(3) In a letter written by the previous Minister for Water Resources

(ref:T22493) to residents of Collie Burn and Cardiff stating that pools in
the Cardiff area have been receiving acidic mine discharge water for a
long time -

(a) is this environmentally acceptable to the Government?
(b) on whose authority has this water been discharged;
(c) how long does the Minister intend to allow acidic water to continue

to be discharged in this way;
(d) has an environmental impact study been done to ascertain the level

of damage caused by acidic waste discharge to the local
environment;

(e) on what expert advice did the previous Minister for Water
Resources base his comments in the letter that "there will be
minimal permanent loss of flora and fauna" due to the drying up of
pools; and

(f) what flora and fauna studies have been undertaken in the area
affected by mine activity?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) The Water Authority is arranging for bores to be constructed to reinstate

domestic and stock supplies where loss of water supply occurs. To date
four bores have been constructed. The authority is continuing to
investigate reports of loss of supply as they are made and instigate
additional bores as required.

(3) The environmental impact of mine water discharge to the southern branch
of the Collie River was investigated by the School of Biological and
Environental Sciences of Murdoch University between 1984 and 1988.
The study concluded that the discharge was not having a detrimental
impact on the river environment. Thbe mine water discharge to the river is
licensed under the Environmental Protection Act. The Water Authority
and Department of Environmental Protection are reviewing the conditions
of these licences. If it is determined that the situation has changed since
the earlier environmental studies and that the mine discharge may
significantly adversely affect the river environment, the conditions of
licence will be amended.

WATER AUTHORITY - MINING COMPANIES, NEED TO ADDRESS
.ACTIVITIES AFFECTING THE HISTORICAL REGIME

1108. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:
The Western Australian Water Authority has stated that "mining activities that
have affected the historical regime need to be addressed by the companies" -

(1) What steps has the Minister taken, or will he take, to ensure that the
companies car out this task, and what time frame will the Minister
propose doing this in?

(2) Will the mining companies be required to regenerate biological diversity
and function to acidified pools?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) It is a condition of ground water abstraction and dewatering licences that

where loss of domestic or stock water supply occurs, Western Power or
the appropriate mining company is required to provide alternative
supplies.

(2) Environmental studies have not shown any significant detrimental
environmental impact from mine water discharge to the river. The mine
water discharge to the river is licensed under the Environmental Protec-tdon
Act. The Water Authority and Department of Environmental Protection
are reviewing the conditions of these licences. If it is determined that the
situation has changed since the earlier environmental studies and that the
mine discharge may significantly adversely affect the river environment,
the conditions of licence will be amended.

COLLIE POWER STATION - WATER SUPPLY
1109. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) From where will water be drawn to supply the new Collie power station?
(2) Will this affect the availability of water for other uses in the area?
(3) If yes, who will be given priority of supply, and will water be rationed in

the area?
(4) Will there be waste water discharge from the new Collie power station?
(5) If yes -

(a) where will this water be discharged;
(b) will the water be contaminated;
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(c) what effect will this discharge have on the local area of discharge;
and

(d) what studies have been carried out to ascertain the effect of this
discharge?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The new Collie power station will be supplied from ground water

abstracted for dewatering of coal mines in the basin.
(2) Where this affects the availability of water for other users in the area,

Western Power or the mining companies will be required to arrange
alternative domestic and stock water supplies.

(3) Domestic and stock water supplies will be given priority.
(4) Yes.
(5) (a) It is proposed to discharge wastewater via a pipeline to the ocean.

(b) The water will have a salinity of about 5 000 milligrams per litre,
and some trace metals.

(c)-(d) The proposal is currently being formally assessed by the
Department of Environmental Protection.

WATER AUTHORITY - COLLIE WATER ADVISORY GROUP
1 110. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Water Resources:

In relation to the Collie Water Advisory Group, to be chaired by the Department
of Water Resources -
(1) What are the terms of reference of the group, and would the Minister for

Water Resources table them?
(2) What is, or will be, the membership of the group, and who are the

individuals and the organisations or interests they represent?
(3) When will the group be required to report?
(4) What funding will be available to it?
(5) Will its report be made public?
(6) How often will it be meeting?
(7) Where will it be meeting?
(8) When will its first meeting take place?
(9) Will the Cardiff Progress Association be represented on the advisory

group?
(10) If not, why not?
(11) Has the Minister any plans to establish a standing advisory group that will

advise on water problems in the Collie Basin in the long term?
(12) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(8) The Collie water advisory group will be chaired by the Department of

Resources Development. This department is working with relevant
agencies to develop the broad terms of reference for State Cabinet
approval, as well as deciding the composition of the group and a suitable
reporting timetable. This should be completed in the next few weeks.

(9)-(l0)
T'he local authority will be asked to nominate local community
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representatives to be on the group. This may include someone from the
Cardiff Progress Association.

(11) No.
(12) The group will establish a water resources management strategy for the

Collie area which will be endorsed by government. The strategy will then
be implemented by the appropriate agencies.

WATER AUTHORIT - GNANGARA WATER MOUND
1111. Hlon J.A. SCOTrr to the iEnister for Water Resources:

(1) Is the Government considering downgrading the size and status of the
Gnangara water mound?

(2) If yes -
(a) for what reasons; and
(b) will there be increased development above the water mound?

(3) Will the Government be following recommendation No 1 of the Select
Committee on Metropolitan Development and Groundwater Supplies
report of 1994 and "strengthen the legislative mechanisms which control
the protection of groundwater mechanisms" in Western Australia?

(4) Ifyes -
(a) when will the Government begin planning and writing such

legislation, and will the process involve consultation with relevant
interest groups; and

(b) in what ways will legislative mechanisms be strengthened?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) Will the Government implement recommendation No 1.3 of the ground

water report and amend the Environmental Protection Authority's
Gnangara Mound Crown land environmental protection policy to
'strengthen Groundwater protection mechanisms and be compatible with
DPUD's water resources policy DC No 6.3"?

(7) If yes -
(a) when;
(b) what amendments will be made; and
(c) who will be involved in the process of planning the amendments?

(8) If not, why not?
(9) Will the Government implement recommendation No 6.1 of the ground

water report and produce a land use and water management strategy for
the Gnangara water mound?

(10) If yes, when?
(11) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3)-(1 1)

Questions relating to the report of the Select Committee on Metropolitan
Development and Groundwater Supplies cannot be answered at this time
as the Government is still considering its response to the report. The
Minister for Planning is preparing a joint ministerial response on behalf of
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the Government and will be making a full statement in the Legislative
Assembly within the next few weeks.

DUST CONTROL - NATIONAL HEALTH AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
GUIDELINES APPLIED TO GREENBUSHES, KALGOORLIE, GWALIA

1114. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Are National Health and Medical Research Council guidelines on dust

emissions, being 90 ug m" average and 260 ug M3 in any one incident,
being applied to the locations of Greenbushes, Kalgoorlie and Gwalia?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) They are being used to guide the development of dust control strategies

for these areas.
(2) Not applicable.

PORT KENNEDY - MINISTERIAL RESPONSIBILITY
1125. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Did the Minister for the Environment claim on 720 6WF Michael
Schultz's program on Monday, 27 March 1995 that the Port Kennedy area
is the sole responsibility of the Minister for Planning?

(2) If yes, can the Minister explain why the Port Kennedy area is exempt from
the Conservation and Land Management Act and the Environmental
Protection Act, which are the responsibility of his ministry?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not relevant.

HOMES WEST -CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM, NEW HOUSES
CONSTRUCTION

1152. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for
Housing:
How many new houses are planned to be built in 1994-95 under Homneswest
capital works program in the suburbs of -
(a) Bedford
(b) Morley
(c) Noranda
(d) Ashfleld
(e) Beechboro
(f) Bassendean
(g) Kiara
(h) Lockridge
(i) Bellevue
(j) Guildford
(k) Hazelmere
(1) Midvale
(in) Viveash
(n) Herne Hill
(o) Koongamnia
(p) Greenmount
(qi) Stoneville
(r) Stratton
(s) Swan View
(t) Wexcombe
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(u) Wilson
(v) Beckenhiam
(W Kenwick
(x) Langford
(y) Maddington
(z) Huntingdale
(aa) Martin
(ab) Orange Grove
(ac) Southern Rivers
(ad) Forrestfleld
(ae) Kelmscott
(af) Westfield
(ag) Wungong
(ah) Cloverdale
(ai) Kewdale
(aj) Redcliffe
(ak) Rivervale
(al) Hi1gh Wycombe
(am) Kalamunda and
(an) Maida Vale?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(a) Bedford 1
(b) Morley 9
(c) Noranda 0
(d) Ashfleld 21
(e) Beechboro 4
(f) Bassendean 0
(g) Kiara 0
(h) Lockridge 0
(i) Bellevue 0
(j) Guildford 3
(k) Hazelmere 0
(1) Midvale 2
(in) Viveash 0
(n) Herne Hill 0
(o) Koongamia 0
(p) Greenmount 4
(qi) Stoneville 0
(r) Stratton 17
(s) Swan View 0
(t) Wexcombe 0
(u) Wilson 0
(v) Beckenham 0
(w) Kenwick 0
(x) Langford 0
(y) Maddington 23
(z) Huntingdale I
(aa) Martin 0
(ab) Orange Grove 0
(ac) Southern Rivers 0
(ad) Fonrestfleld 2
(ae) Kelmscott I
(af) Westfield 12
(ag) Wungong 18
(ah) Qoverdae 0
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(ai) Kewdale 0
(aj) Redcliffe 3
(ak) Rivervale 25
(al) High Wycombe I
(am) Kalamunda and 0
(an) Maida Vale? 0

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - PREMIER'S OFFICE INQUIRY

Galaui, Carm'elina
97. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

(1) Did a member of the Premier's staff telephone solicitor Ms Carmelina
GJalati on 17 November 1993 to advise her of the following -
(a) That the Premier's office was aware of the action commenced by

Mr Brian Mahon Easton against West Australian Newspapers Ltd,
(b) That the Premier's office was conducting more general

investigations on Mr Easton, including allegations of general
misconduct;

(c) That Ms Galati would be contacted by the Premier's office a few
days hence to arrange a meeting?

(2) If yes, what was the name of that staff member.
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - PREMIER'S OFFICE INQUIRY
Galati, Carmelina

98. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Did a member of the Minister's staff, on or about 9 November 1993,

telephone solicitor Carmelina Galati, to advise her that the Minister's
office was not able to assist in investigations on Brian Mahon Easton atthat moment as they were still gathering information and were at the "raw
material stage"?

(2) If yes, what was the name of that staff member?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MACKENZIE, IAN - BANKWEST CHAIRMAN
99. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister assisting the Treasurer:

(1) Is the Ian Mackenzie referred to in today's The West Australian as
attending a meeting of 30 of WA's leading businessmen correctly reported
as being the Chairman of Bank West?

(2) If Mr Mackenzie is the Chairman of BankWest, when was he appointed to
this position?
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(3) What is his remuneration?
(4) Did he attend the meeting in connection with his position as Chairman of

BankWest?
(5) Did he inform the Minister of his attendance?
(6) Did he attend the meeting with the Minister's knowledge and approval?
(7) Does the Minister endorse the attendance at a party political function of

the kind reported, by a senior public servant?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1)-(7) 1 suggest the member put that question on notice. The question should be

directed to the Premier, as he is responsible for BankWest.
ELECTORAL AMENDMENT (POLITICAL FINANCE) ACT -

PROCLAMATION
100. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Affairs:

Given the recommendation of the report of the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters that among other things
the political finance Bill be amended so that it is unlawful for any political party,
candidate, member of Parliament, or interested person or organisation to accept a
relevant donation made anonymously in excess of $200, and the report in today's
The West Australian of 30 of Western Australia's leading businessmen telling the
federal Leader of the Opposition who should not be in Parliament at a conference
fundraising dinner at the exclusive Weld Club on Tuesday night, when is it
intended to proclaim the Electoral Amendment (Political Finance) Act 1992?

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: The question appears to have large quantities of statements
of fact in it. Does that offend the rules relating to questions without notice?
Hon Mark Nevill: I wish your answers had a few facts.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The question is in order so far.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: If it is not so intended, when will the Minister introduce
legislation to make similar provision?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The former Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Affairs has already indicated
the Government's position on this. The Commonwealth is working on amending
the legislation that applies nationally. When that has been resolved it is proposed
to bring forward legislation which will be compatible with the findings of that
inquiry. When that happens legislation will be introduced.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiemnan: So you are being dictated to by Canberra?
Hon N.F. Moore: Not at all.

HOGAN, TERRY - GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

101. Hon NJD. GRIFFITH-S to the Minister assisting the Minister for Public Sector
Management:
(1) Is Mr Terry Hogan, listed as one of the committee members and

contributors to the so-called report of the Independent Commission to
Review Public Sector Finances, currently engaged as a consultant or in
any other capacity to assist the Minister in the performance of his duties as
Minister assisting the Minister for Public Sector Management?

(2) Is that Mr Hogan the same Mr Hogan reported in today's The West
Australian as attending the confidential fundraising dinner at the exclusive
Weld Club on Tuesday night?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(04-2) I am not aware of the matters the member has raised.
Hon Graham Edwards: Weren't you there either, George?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am not even sure I am aware of the article to which the
member is referring.
Hon John Halden: I could always refer the Minister to page 1 of The West
Australian of today.
Hon George Cash: Do you read The West Australian every day?
Hon John Halden: Absolutely.
Hon George Cash: Do you believe what you read in The West Australian?
The PRESIDENT: Order! I would have thought that members would be keen toassist their leader in asking a question without notice instead of rudely trying tointerrupt, but I guess in due course he will take care of those people who are
being rude to him.

PORTMAN MINING LTD - KOOLYANOBBING PROJECT, ROYALTYREDUCTION; PORTMAN MANAGEMENT PTY LTD, DONATION
102. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Mines:

I refer to the announcement today by the Minister for Resources Developmentthat there will be a reduction in the royalties from Portman Mining's
Koolyanobbing project.
(1) Is the Minister aware that Portman Management Pty Ltd, a wholly ownedsubsidiary of Portman Mining, donated $10 000 to the Liberal Party nine

weeks before the last state election?
(2) If yes, was he aware of this at the time the Cabinet decision on the royalty

reduction?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(2) No.

CRICHTON-BROWNE, SENATOR NOEL - MOBILE PHONE,
FRAUDULENT CLAIM ALLEGATION

103. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
I refer the Minister to the allegedly fraudulent claim made by the Premier's"Godfather", Senator Noel Crichton-Browne, for $2 500 to cover the replacement
of a mobile phone.
(1) Were any of the following companies involved in the investigation of thealleged fraud: Challenge Assessors and Loss Adjusters; Pace HenleyAssessing and Adjusting Services; and M.G. Baker and Co Insurance

Services?
(2) Was Mr Colin Pace involved in the investigation in any way, and, if so,

what was his role?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1)-(2) The Minister for Police has referred the anonymous circular containing theallegation referred to in the question to the Commissioner of Police forfurther action as deemed necessary. I am not able to respond directly toany of the matters raised in the question.
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DE JOSE, JOHN - PERTH ZOO SOCIETY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

104. Hon J.A. SC0TT to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Is the former Director of Perth Zoo, John DeJose, now working for the
Perth Zoo Society?

(2) If yes, what is his new position and what are his duties?
(3) From what source is his salary drawn?
(4) Does Mr DeJose now control or have any access to bank accounts of the

Perth Zoo or the Perth Zoo Society?
(5) Do expenditures by the Penth Zoo Society or the Perth Zoo require the

approval of Mr DeJose?
(6) Does the Perth Zoo have an exclusivity agreement with Coca Cola

Amatil?
(7) If yes, what are the terms of that agreement?

(8) If no, what other soft drink companies are represented at the Perth Zoo?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I first emphasise that the Perth Zoo Society does not come under my jurisdiction;
I am not the Minister responsible, as it is an independent body. However, because
of its association with the Perth Zoo I haye the following information -

(1) Yes.
(2) Executive Director; management of the society and its fundraising.

(3) Particulars relating to Mr DeJose's income are contained in a personal
contract between the society and Mr Delose.

(4) John DeJose has no access to Perth Zoo bank accounts. All accounts of
the Perth Zoo Society can be accessed only through joint signatures of two
trustees of the society. John Delose is a trustee of the Perth Zoo Society.

(5) John DeJose authorises day to day expenditures on behalf of the Perth Zoo
Society. John DeJose is not involved in any way with Perth Zoo
expenditures.

(6) Yes.
(7) Perth Zoo has a sponsorship agreement with Coca Cola Amatil which is

valid until 1997.
(8) None.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - OFFICERS, IMPROPER PRACTICES
ALLEGATIONS

Police Inquiry

105. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
In respect of the police investigations into allegations in The.West Australian in
August 1993 of improper practices caried out by Fisheries officers -

(1) Which police officer was in charge of the investigation?
(2) To whom did this police officer report?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Police has
provided the following reply -
(1) Detective Sergeant Paul Fough.

(2) The then Assistant Commissioner, Crime Operations, L.D. Ayton.
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ALCOA AUSTRALIA LTD - JARRAHDALE BAUXITE MINES ITE, FUTURE
106. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister

for Resources Development:
(1) Has the Minister been advised by Alcoa Australia Ltd that it is considering

closing its Jarrahdale bauxite minesite?g
(2) Is Alcoa free to leave that mining site and commence operations

elsewhere under the terms of its mining lease or any contractual
arrangement it has with the Government?

(3) In the event that Alcoa did abandon that site, would the site immediately
become available to another party to mine?

(4) Does Alcoa require further Government approval to establish an alternate
mine at Huntley?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thankc the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Resources
Development has provided the following reply -
(1) I am aware that a study is under way concerning the economics of the

Jarrabdale operation. The outcome is not yet known.
(2) Any significant change to Alcoa's mining operations would be the subject

of annual proposals submitted to the Minister for Resources Development
under its State Agreement Act.

(3) No.
(4) Refer to (2).

MINING INDUSTRY - MINERS' RIGHTS, NO MORE ISSUED
107. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Mines:

Following the question asked yesterday on miners' rights, can the Minister
advise -

(1) For what reason has the Department of Minerals and Energy stopped
issuing miners' rights?

(2) What action is the department taking to resolve this important issue?
(3) What is the position -with existing miners' rights?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The activities authorised by a miner's right include prospecting over

Crown land within Western Australia as defined under the Mining Act1978, which includes pastoral leases. The issue of a miner's right without
any qualification or restriction may not be valid under the provisions ofthe Native Title Act 1993 of the Commonwealth, unless the intention todo so was submitted to the "right to negotiate" processes under that Actwith respect to each miner's right. Because of this the Department of
Minerals and Energy has suspended the issue of miners' rights until the
position is clarified.

(2) The department and the Government's legal advisers are considering the
impact of the Native Title Act on miners' rights.

(3) All miners' rights issued to date are presumed to be valid at law. The
Government has introduced legislation which will ensure the validity of
all miners' rights issued before I January 1994.

AEROTECH COLLEGE - CLOSURE
108. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education:

(1) Did the Minister receive my invitation to meet the students of the recently
closed Aerotech College?
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(2) If so, will he be able to meet with the students of that college who are
keen to express their concern about its closure?

(3) If he is not able to attend, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) Yes, I did receive the member's letter. It is nice to see him takting an

interest in problems of other people for a change. I will not be able to
meet with the students as I have other commitments at that time.
However, I have written Mr Stephens a letter which his office will have
received today. The Department of Training has taken up the issue and
has had meetings with the proprietor of the company. I hope something
can be resolved. However, it is a private business. The member is
seeking to persuade the Government to use taxpayers' funds to bail out a
private business.

KALGOORLIE CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES - FIMISTON TAILINGS
STORAGE, EXTENSION APPROVAL

109. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment:

I refer the Minister to Fimiston Tailings' storage extension developmental,
construction activities on mining lease M26-308 and other surrounding mining
tenements near prospecting licence P26-2665.
(1) On what date did his department approve the works approval for the

extension?
(2) Did Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines commence work prior to his

approval being granted?

(3) Has a condition to plug existing drill holes in the floor of the proposed
tailings dam been made? If not, why not?

(4) Will the proposed dam have an impermeable membrane? If not, why not?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) 27 January 1995.
(2) No; ministerial approval is required. Approval is by the chief executive

officer.
(3) No; KCGM's normal practice is to cap its drill holes.

(4) No; low permeability clays predominate in the region over highly saline
ground water.

SCHOOLS - MORLEY, NEW, BUILDING PLANS

110. Hon VAL FERGUSON to the Minister for Education:
(1) Does the Education Department intend to build a new school at Morley?

(2) If no to (1), are major refurbishments planned?

(3) How many students would this new/modified school cater for?

(4) How would this impact on the Embleton, West Morley and Weld Square
Primary Schools?

(5) What is the process in place to manage these changes?

(6) When will local members of Parliament be notified of these plans?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No; however, school communities have requested that this option be

explored.
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(2) No.
(3)-(4) This would be determined through consultation should the new school be

a viable option.
(5) This process is described in the Education Department of Western

Australia policy on rationalisation of schools.
(6) Members of Parliament will be notified of any changes at the end of the

review process.
CANCER SUPPORT ASSOCIATION (INC) - POWER AND WATER BILL

I11. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Is it correct that the Department of Land Administration has sent a bill forover $ 10 000 to the registered charity, WA's Cancer Support Association,

for power and water supplied to the Wanslea building from which the
charity operates?

(2) Is the Minister aware that in the past this charity had its rent, power and
water bills met by the State Government?

(3) What is the status of the review being conducted on the fuiture use of the
Wanslea building?

(4) Why has the Government adopted such a callous and uncaring attitude
towards this important charity?

(5) What other charities does the Government proposed to emasculate?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(5) As I recall the situation, electricity and certain other services were

previously paid for by the Department of Community Services. However,owing to a policy change in respect of that department those payments areno longer made. Clearly as a result of that, because the organisation is apart lessee of the building, as I understand it, the responsibility for paying
rates and taxes falls on that organisation. The member's claim that thedepartment has been callous and uncaring is rejected out of hand.

Hon Bob Thomas, The pensioners wrote in their newsletter that they are not
happy.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I reject that totally out of hand.
Hon John Halden: That does not mean it is not true.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I reject it out of hand because, as I understand thesituation, discussions have been held with various government officers about theWanslea situation and a report was called for. When I have an opportunity I willlook at that report. If I think it necessary to advise the member any further on the
matter I will get back to him.
MOSMAN BAY TEAROOMS - SITE REZONING, SWAN RIVER TRUST

ADVICE
112. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment

(1) Did the Swan River Trust advise the State Planning Commission on therezoning of the Mosman Bay Tearooms site from waterways reservation
to parks and recreation reservation which is now contained within major
amendment 957-33, Perth and western suburbs omnibus amendment?

(2) If so, what was that advice?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The Swan River Trust did provide advice dated 27 October 1994 to theState Planning Commission on the rezoning of the Mosman BayTearooms site from waterways reservation to parks and recreation

reservation.
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(2) The trust advised that it had no objection to the proposed rezoning, as
described in the MRS amendment 957-33.

WATER AUTHORITY - JOONDALUP BASE, RELOCATION

113. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Mlinister for Water Resources :

(1) Can the Minister confirm the relocation of the Joondalup base of regional'
management of the Water Authority of Western Australia in accordance
with a government policy decision made in December 1993?

(2) Where will the new base be relocated?

(3) What services will remain at Joondalup?

(4) How many personnel are involved in this move?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(4) I ask for that question to be put on notice.

"WATER 2000" - TABLING

114. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Can the Minister confirm the existence of a document called "Water

(2) Will the Minister table the document in the House?

(3) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No.
(3) 1 have not finally considered it.

EDWARDES, COLIN - EDUCATON DEPARTMENT EMPLOYMENT

115. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Will the Minister advise whether Mr Colin Edwardes is still employed in
the Department of Education?

(2) What is his position? ,
(3) What are his responsibilities?
(4) At what public service level is he paid?

(5) Which department pays his salary?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied
I thank the member for some notice of the question.

(1) Mr Colin Edwardes is no longer employed in the Education Department.

(2)-(5) Not applicable.
CORAL BAY - TOXINS CLAIM; MAUDES LANDING ASSESSMENT

116. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Environment:

A letter to the editor of the Northern Guardian of Wednesday, 22 March 1995
from. a resident of Coral Bay claims that "toxins have already killed all the
inshore coral along three kilometres off the shore and stretching out towards the
main reef itself' from Coral Bay.

(1) Does the Environmental Protection Authority or the Department of
Conservation and Land Management have evidence to either support or
reject the claims made in this letter?

(2) What steps are being taken by the State Government to ensure that the
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development proposal for Point Maude does not lead to the destruction of
the southern end of the Ningaloo Reef?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1) Yes. The statement is incorrect. Mass spawning in 1989 resulted in the

death of some coral, which is gradually recovering. A recent study by the
Department of Environmental Protection indicated localised effects only
from nutrients released into Bills Baj from the Coral Bay Settlement

(2) The development proposal for Maudes Landing is currntnly undergoing
formal assessment in accordance with the provisions of the Environmental
Protection Act.

SCHOOLS - COUNTRY HIGH
Core Subjects Restriction; Advanced Calculus Books, Errors

117. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many rural senior high schools are now unable to provide teachers

for core TEE subjects such as advanced calculus?
(2) Is it this Government's policy that students in these high schools should

suffer a further disadvantage as a result of being forced to undertake
distance education for subjects such as advanced calculus?

(3) Is the Minister aware that some year 12 advanced calculus study books
have been handwritten and that they frequently contain errors?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) I do not know how many country high schools cannot provide all core

TEE subjects. I guess the question should be asked of the member asking
the question, what are core TEE subjects? What people want to do varies
from student to student and the meaning of the word "core" depends very
much on individual circumstances.

(2) The formulas for the staffing of schools in Western Australia have not
changed since I became the Minister. The situation is as it was when the
member was in government and schools are staffed accordingly. I take
responsibility for enhancing the capacity of distance education to
supplement what happens in regional schools. The member may be
aware, if he is interested, of the $10m upgrade of the Distance Education
Centre at Leederville and the capacity it provides using satellites and other
advanced communications technology to deliver various courses to remote
and regional schools. This means that some children in some schools in
remote Western Australia will be able to study TEE subjects which they
could not before, but that will be done through the medium of distance
eduction.

(3) As to advanced calculus, I am aware the text book is handwritten but that
does not mean that the book is less likely to be a proper means of
communicating than something which is typed. I acknowledge that some
mistakes have been found in that book. I have asked for an explanation
from the Distance Education Centre. Last week while I was in Merredin
to open the TAFE college site I met the parents of the student the member
mentioned in the House, and I am having the whole thing reassessed.
However, the problem is, on the basic explanation given to me, that it
would require .2 of a teacher at Merredin to cater for the requirements of
this student. It would cost about $10 000 to have three, children do
calculus. It would almost be cheaper to put them into a boarding school
for the whole of their course than pay the $10 000 it would cost. I have
asked the school to look at it again and the department to reassess the
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matter. As I explained to the parents, when one starts going over the
formula in o -ne particular school, every other school in Western Australia
which has an equal claim to additional staff feels it is a viable proposition
for a change in the formula.

Hon Kim Chance: That was the purpose of the first part of the question. If we
knew the answer there would be about six.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The member must give me notice of that. He cannot expect
me to tell him off the top cQf my head which country school does not deliver
everything everybody wants. I am having'the whole thing reassessed because I
have a genuine concern for children in remote areas of Western Australia.

SCHOOLS - RATIONALISATION
118. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Given the anxiety that the article in last week's The West Australian on
future school closures will cause among many school communities, will
the Minister inform the House when he expects the next list of school
amalgamations and/or closures to be released?

(2) How many schools will be included on the list?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) I do not carry articles contained in The West Australian in my head and I

cannot recall the article referred to. I do not recall an article about school
rationalisation that caused stress in the community.

Hon John Halden: Answer the question.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will take as long as it takes to answer it. I recall a journalist
asking me about the future of school rationalisation and I explained to her, as I
will now to the Leader of the Opposition, that the first round of schools which
were identified last year made up a very long list because of the backlog of
schools that had not been looked at by the previous Government. That is the
reason that school renewal was investigated by Mr Halden. Mr Halden, who sits
with his feet on the desk looking like somebody of no consequence whatsoever -

Hon John Halden: Give me a date and a yes or no.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The reason there was a long list of names in the first round is
that nothing had been done for a long time. I explained to the journalist that the
backlog had been dealt with and- that when the process was put in place this year
very few schools were likely to be on the list because those schools which were
underutilised and had declining populations had already been identified. As soon
as the figures from the school census that was taken in February are collated we
will have a list of additional schopls that will need to be looked at. I expect it to
be a very small number.

WATER AUTHORITY - SEWERAGE
Infill Program, Staff Employment

119. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) How many staff are employed by the Western Australian Water Authority

to supervise the infill sewerage program?
(2) Can the Minister provide the names of the supervisory staff involved?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I ask that the question. be put on notice.
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